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ANTA FE NEW M EXICAN
VOL. 37

SECOND EDITION
BREAKERS

SANTA FE, N. M., MONDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1900.

CITY AND NORTHERN tvtatt. NO. 239
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Hon. Numa Reymond Is on a visit to NO
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pany near Gardiner, about 4 miles from AN ALBUQUERQUE
promote the Kansas City, Mexico and
friends and relatives in Paraje, Socorro
Orient railway. President Stillwell and
Raton, in Colfax county.
The most
county. Report has it that Mr. Rey
He Does Not Like the Conciliatory Altitude other officers of the company say Its af Goal Fields at
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So that Half of it Will be DiFund,
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Severe Fight With the Boxers
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HEAVY MINING DEALS.
tisan Question.
the Guardian Trust Company and ruin
College.
long to the southeastern Colorado coal
Several heavy mining deals are now
New York, Nov. 26. A Washington his Kansas City, Mexico and Orient enNo inconsiderable part of the natural zone so near at hand.
Nov. 26. The delegates to
on the tapis touching properties in the
Chicago,
RIO ARRIBA COUNTY.
dispatch to the World, says: "Minister terprise.
Speoial Cor. New Mexican.
wealth of New Mexico is wrapped up in
San Andreas and the Organ mountains. the 9th annual convention of the natBIG SALARIES.
Crossing westward over the main ver.
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Conger probably will return to the
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these, mountains, and great things are ed that greater interest in Irrigation,
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Llewellyn and W. H. Slaughter, promised in the way of development and the arid lands of the United States
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the Rio Grande, in Rio Arriba candidates for the
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legislature from the there during the coming year.
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year,
and Lumberton ulstrict composed of the counties of Dofriends,
Washington."
tunes. With the existing condition of county.
than any previously held. "We believe
OCCASIONAL
THE GERMAN EXPEDITION.
erating with him" are officers of the things prevailing today throughout the regions, is another vast coal field which na Ana and Otero, came to hand a day
the Chicago convention of the natthat
has as yet scarcely been touched, al- or two ago; consequently the board of
Berlin, Nov. 26. A dispatch from trust company and receive compensaional irrigation congress accomplished
length and breadth of the world, and
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
a
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number
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a great object," said Geo. H. Maxwell,
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croppings are found for hun- had a majority of 47, having received a genio Gonzales, Garfield, Dona Ana the problem of national
more attention at the hands of bath
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dreds of miles, and no doubt extend
difficult mountain The Difficulty of the Colorado Authorities
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through
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county of Otero than Llewellyn receiv- zales, Santa Fe, Santa Fe county, $6 per of the people of the east in a manuei
not be far distant when
ON THE SAN JUAN RIVER.
French had a severe fight with the Rifle, Colo., Nov. 26. Game Commis- thesecertainly
ed in this, his home county; conse month; James R. MeCowan, Albuquernot otherwise possible. Genuine ln:jr-es- t
deposits will be in great demand
On the San Juan river and in the viBoxers 30 kilometres south of Pao Ting sioner Johnson and deputies proceeded as a matter of
in the subject seems to have bei'ii
quently the certificate was issued to the que, Bernalillo county, $8 per month.
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trial development of the southwest and
awakened. So much good would rerichest
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areas yet untouched In talk here ever since the result of the
ceived reports here Indicating that the This element of natural wealth consti
UNSATISFACTORY AGREEMENT.
sult from carrying out the policy by tl.e
THE OFFICIAL VOTE.
Washlngfon, D. C.,Nov. 26. The state slaughter of game by the Indians this tutes a most important factor in the the west. The veins are from 6 to 18 election became known that Llewellyn
national government and it would reG.
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Wallace
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feet in thickness and the coal is of a would contest the
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department has been informed of an year was unprecedented. Old timers future growth of New Mexico. It is a
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to
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first
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fact that the greatest railway lines in
agrement reached by the foreign minis predict
legislature. For this he has the best of vass of the vote. Several slight dis- people who have no interest in irr'ga-tio- n
ters at Pekin, but It Is not regarded as be finally removed to the reservation,
the world have made their most impor class for coking purposes. As in Santa reasons, owing to the trickery resorted crepancies between the totals ot the reitself are being attracted to ihe
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veins
several
of
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natural coke to in this' county, as alleged, by the turn certificates and the poll books have idea."
expedient to give out any detailed in- CAVALRY ORDERED TO BE READY tant money out of coal mines and in the
been
have
been
discovered
and take some time to
encountered
in San Juan Democrats in the
formation. It may be stated, however,
A GREAT MARKET.
Denver, Nov. 26. Adjutant General transportation of coal, and so it will be
placing of the Demothat the arrangement stands a poor Overmeyer today ordered troop A of the in jNew Mexico, capital will more county.
cratic legislative nominees on the "Ci straighton out.
"It would accomplish the colonization
SOCORRO COUNTY.
TERRITORIAL FUNDS.
chance of receiving the sanction of all cavalry at Grand Junction to be In rea quickly invest in a railroad to a coal
tizens' ticket," when the convention
of the west and the creation of a great
In Socorro county also south and west had
Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn market for manufacturing;
the powers represented In the Pekln diness for service against the Indians mine than to a gold mine. If there were
voted down a proposition
It wou. l
expressly
of
IT.
W.
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are
from
secreextensive
meas
coal
Magdalena
today
some
Pope,
material from Utah who are hunting In Colora- no other resources to invite capital, the
conference
unless
result in the employment of labor, the
sanctioning the suggestion. However, tary of the
Commit
and
ures,
further
in
counLincoln
Capitol
east,
Rebuilding
no one here knows whether
amendments are permitted. Accepting do. Ammunition and supplies for a two coal deposits of New Mexico would
of mining, the assistance
or not
$254.07; from J. A. Giimour, co- development
as accurate the statement from Pekln weeks' campaign were shipped to the alone suffice to insure that this territory ty, we enter the newly opened deposits there will be a contest. Llewellyn is tee,
of navigation, the prevention of flood?,
llector
of
Chaves
1895
of
$1.11
county,
that the basis of the agreement Is to be troops. It is not the Utes or the
shall be within the next few years about White Oaks and at Capltan. The now reported to be in Chicago engaged taxes; $3.72 of 1898 taxes; $141.09 of 18!K and relief for the congested condition of
found In the French note, it is easy to
but the White River In- gridironed with a net work of railroads. veins are 3 to 5 feet in thickness, aver- in promoting a mining deal, and he taxes, of which $67.49 is for territorial our cities in supplying material for
aging nearly 4 feet.
alone can say positively whether or not purposes and $31.48 for territorial insti- thousands of small rural homes."
SEVEN DISTRICTS.
perceive that there are no less than two dians who are making trouble this year.
THE CAPITAN DISTRICT.
The mining of coal has proved Imthere will be a contest. It is certain, tutions; $186.56 of 1900 taxes, of which
MANY PEOPLE INTERESTED.
points which, If included In their original shape, would not meet the unqualiCONTRACT LABORERS ADMITTED.
"The membership of the national IrriAlthough opened scarcely a year ago, however, that no steps have as yet been S71.04 Is for territorial purposes and
mensely profitable In this territory durfor
$30.70
territorial institutions.
fied approval of this government. For
ing the past year. Thus far develop- the pits about Capltan, owned by the taken for the purpose of initiating
gation association now comprises ntJ'-l- y
SCHOOL REPORT.
ment has been chiefly confined to seven New Mexico Fuel Company, John A. contest. Llewellyn s deteat ia very !
Instance, the president expressly rea thousand leading mercantile flr'ii!-anserved his opinion as to the proposition They are to Teach the Dowieites the Art of districts. These are the
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Eddy and others, have proved very much regretteu here. It is more than
manufacturing concerns of the
that the Taku forts be dismantled. He
district in McKlnley county, the profitable. Over $25,000 has been spent probable that his services will be much M. C. de Raca, has received the annual United States extending from CaliforLace Making,
of
the
school
of
report
superintendent
also withheld his approval of the
heaviest producer; the B cssburg le in improvements here during the past needed in the next legislature.
nia to Maine and from Minnesota to
Socorro county. The county has 45
French proposition that there be a perWashington, Nov. 26. The treasury gion In Colfax county in the northeast year and nearly $200,000 worth of coal
DIVISION OF MORRILL FD'.NX.
school districts." 47 schools, 29 male, 18 Texas. Agricultural, commercial,
manent military occupation of two or department decided to admit the lace secticn of the territory; the Madrid-O'Ma- has been mined and marketed, mostly - A Well
and labor organizations from
Hr.Ti.M
swvmua
.. .. llpfinpri ....u.
PlimAf
female teachers, an enrollment of 1,421
uv...x.
to
three points on the road between Tien workers and families brought to this
the oth ?r
I from
regions in Santa Fe county, In Texas, Mexico and Arizona.
male and 1,022 female pupils, an average one end of the country
the
that
of
friends
Albuquerque
Tsin and Pekin. Unless the minister to country by Dr J. A. Dowie, the "divine the Monero district in Rio Arm a oun-tendorsed the irrigation moPROMISING INDICATIONS.
of
925
male
695
attendance
and
strongly
female
the
territorial
an
will
make
university
Pekin made a substantial change in healer ' and founder of Zkm City in Illithe San Juan river region in San
In western San Miguel and northern effort at the
3,056 male and 1,960 female ment by resolutions and have given it
coming term of the legis- pupils;
children of school age, receipts amount- their earnest aid and
the requirements of the French note, it nois, to teach others the art of lace Juan county; the Carthage pits in So- Santa Fe county are excellent Indlca lature to divide
the
Morrill
fund
of
the
ing to $16;174.35 for tho past fiiscal year
BUSINESS MEN IN FAVOR.
tions of workable coal deposits. Within
imay be predicted that our government making. This is a reversal of the ac- corro county, and the Whits
Agricultural college, This would be a
will feel obliged to seek to make some tion of the Philadelphia immigration
"Have not eastern people, however,
district In Lincoln county. The 30 days of this writing a
vein of great mistake, as any such division and expenditures in that period of
Is
The average school term
officials.
been Inclined to consider the proposialterations In the arangements.
geographical location of these several fine bituminous coal has been discover would greatly cripple the college and $11,265.03.
a little over three months.
c ; I fields is fortunately
he
o
tion wholly a western question?"
IwivMy ed practically at the surface within
no
would
be
of
unlto
benefit
the
great
CORN IS CORNERED.
KRUGER'S IDLE CHARGE.
eastwas
much
"We
heard
asked.
of
ixmu as. to cover nearly the wool"? teri'l, tpine of the city rf Santa Fe, a"d It
realized
THE
CZAR IS BETTER.
that
vetstity. However, it is
ern opposition," said Maxwell. "Bui. I
'ory and provide the peopu with fuel development is now being vigorously legislators, who are anxious to stand
of lon hauls and pushed.
without
have yet to find a single eastern "buf
the
expense
well with their constituents, do not stop
He Accuses the British of Violating the George H. Phillips Seems to Control the cm
man not in hearty accord with the
Distinct Improvement in the Course o
COKE PRODUCTION.
nsequent high transports in cuarg- to consider the Injuries which may re- Customs of Civilized warfare.
Market.
movement as soon as It is explained lo
iS.
The coke production of the
His
Illness,
to
sult
other
that
sections,
provided
New Yoirk, Nov. 26. According to
of th. laCOAL MINE STATISTICS.
him. The active
for the year ending
Chicago," Nov. 26. During the afterJune 30, 1900 they can show a benefit to their own
dispatch from Paris to the Journal and noon today, the visible supply of Nobor oiganizations bears this out,"
During the past year 35 mined have, amounted to 42,803.30 tons, of wlrcli sections. The college is
doing a splenLivadia, Nov. 26. A bulletin issued
Advertiser from Michael Davltt, Presl vember corn which has been cornered been operated in six counties as fol- 21,953.50 tons were
produced at the cokn did work for the territory and is grow- this morning says: "The czar's condi. dent Kruger, the British press learns, Is
Albuquerque Items.
Geo. H. Phillips, sold twice at 50 lows: McKiniley county nine mines, em- ovens at Waldo, in Santa Fe county,
by
ing in popularity every day; and it has tion is very satisfactory and in general
At least a hundred easterners came
likely to follow up the line taken in his cents. Phillips asserted his entire-co- n
ploying 971 men and yielding 543,150 and the remainder at Gardiner. The not as yet begun to reach the limits of in
the course of his illness a distinct to Albuquerque last week to stay for the
pronouncement at Marseilles, by form fldence that he controls the market, but tons, valued at $780,333; Colfax county coke runs from 85 to 87 per cent in ft t ad
its capacity for good in the matter of improvement is observable.
t.
winter, says the Albuquerque
ulating specific charges of a breach of says he has no desire to "squeeze" the eight mines, employing 527 men,
carDon; 11 to 13 per cent In ash; 1 per educating the youth of the territory.
A STOCK EXCHANGE CANARD.
the code of civilized warfare on the shorts severely.
399,206 tons worth $602,107; Sancent in moisture and 0.75 per cent in . The Democrats of this section who
Charles Whiting and Miss Flora
London, Nov. 26. Since the czar's
part of Lord Roberts in instructing his
ta Fe county, three mines, employing volatile matter. It takes about 1.5.' will go to the
two well known Albuquerque resilegislature are pledged sickness apparently assumed a serious
to recomcentrado
offlceirs to resort
ANOTHER STORM IS RAGING.
230 men and yielding 110,212 tons worth tons of coal to make 1 ton of coke.
division of the Morrill fund; turn, It has been the daily practice of dents, were married last week at Denthe
against
methods In his effort to entirely crush
$218,000; Lincoln county, six mines, emPETROLEUM.
but it is feared that their voices will brokers to announce
his
majesty's ver.
the Boer resfatance.
204 men, yielding 88,060 tons valthis connection It may not be amiss not be as
In
ploying
is
of
potential as would those of a death. Hence, probably, reports of the
Thousands
Dollars Damage ued at $177,277; Rio Arriba
It Doing
General Strike Declared.
county, four to refer to the very promising prospects like number of Republicans from this czar's
on ijaKeiiiie.
death reached New York.
Paris, Nov. 26. Dr. Leyds, the diplomines," employing 63 men, yielding
of opening In New Mexico at an early section. Hence the
Fla., Nov. 26 In spite of the'
Tampa,
regret in the defeat
Loraine, Ohio, Nov. 26. Thousands of
matic agent of the Transvaal, visited
At Carthage, day several very great petroleum pro- of
tons, worth $47,388.
agreement to hold a general strike in
Revenue Seduction.
unforHolt.
For
and
this
Llewellyn
dollars
of
been
done
a
has
damage
by
the French minister of foreign affairs,
Socorro county, one mine is In opera ducing districts. Within a few months
abeyance until the committees for the
RepubliWashington, D. C, Nov. 26. A sub Resistencla
M. Delcasse, today. Mr. Kruger took a storm on Lake Erie, which began last tion which employs 17 miners and the past active systematic work has been tunate result, those
and International cigar
cans
to
who
allowed
Democrats
the
continmeans
and
of
committee
ways
long drive during the afternoon, and night and Is still raging. The schooner year's output was 6,000 tons valued at done by many prospectors In the search play upon the.'r
unions could get together, a
makers
revenue
and
war
ued
for
the
jealousprejudices
preparation
was escorted by police cyclists and St. Lawrence which went ashore a few $12,000 and four mines have been work- for oil lands. Their efforts have been
strike was declared today. It
reduction bill today. Former Speaker general
mounted guards. He - was warmly days ago, has been broken to pieces, ed in San Juan county intermittently stimulated by the great success which ies are to be thanked.
is estimated that 1,400 men are out.
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GOVERNOR
OTERO
The
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a
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was
Reed
present
The
is
in
of
destruction.
harbor
re
route.
he
Later
danger
greeted along the
during the past year yielding about has attended the working of oil fields In
POINTED.
Democratic members thus far have taDo not fail tc attend the "Old Maid's
ceived various delegations at his hotel
A STEAMER IN TROUBLE.
1,000 tons exclusively used in local conColorado, California and Wyoming. The
s ken no action as to their program reThe election being over, the
Convention" at the court house on Tues26.
steamer
encour
The
result
been
Nov.
thus
far
has
Mich.,
sumption.
Alpena,
highly
more
or garding the bill. If the Republican day, Nov. 27, at 8 o'clock.
have been gossipping
THE SOMALIS ARE, TROUBLESOME.
St. Paul, laden with coal, is afire four DEMAND GREATER THAN OUTPUT aging and the chances are that heavy less
the federal offices. It seems members bring the bill In the house
about
Mev-ico
The
In
New
of
coal
total
out
near
soon
miles
In the bay
take the matter in to be the
White Fish
output
capitalists will
Home From Cuba.
general consensus of opinion with a rule preventing amendments it
for the year ending June 30, 1900, hand and begin development work in
Point.' Two tugs are throwing water on
ofwill
will
Governor
Otero
Democrats
Fla., Nov. 26. Secretary
and
here
Jacksonville,
the
is
that
be,
that
probable
They Have Bison AgainBt British Author- her.
was 1,187,334 tons, the estimated value several different localities throughout
of War Root, accompanied by General
amendments
should
also
otherwise
that
a
fer
be,
Judge
ities in Jubaland.
substitute,
of which was $1,837,165. This is an in- the territory.
THE LAKE LASHED TO FURY.
Parker is well entitled to another term. will be offered by the Democrats in the Wood, arrived here this morning and
Another crease In tonnage over the previous fisZanzibar, Nov. 26. The Somalia have
Cleveland, Ohio, Nov. 26.
The judge's administration of the du-- j committee of the whole.
departed at once for Washington.
alsen in Jubaland, a province of British violent "storm prevailed on Lake Erie, cal year of 138,800 tons, and an 'increasPIONEER'S DEATH.
East Africa. About 4,000 of well armed and throughout northern Ohio today, ed money value of $236,577. For this
men are on the war path.
the wind blowing sixty miles an hour. same period the total number of emOne of the Party that Discovered the Pint
Jenner, on a tour Inland, with The gale was accompanied by a heavy ployes in and about the mines was
an Increase for the year of 135 emGold in California.
a small force, is said to have been at- rain and sleet. The lake is lashed to
Salt Lake, Utah, Nov. 26. Henry W.
tacked. His position Is grave.
wild fury, and no vessels are leaving ployes. The coal trade has been exceedJENNER REPORTED MURDERED. port. Telegraph companies are badly ingly brisk all through the year. Al Bigley, who made the first record of the
of
coal
London, Nov. 26. It was officially handicapped, by the prostration of prac though the total production
great California gold discovery in 1848,
shows a marked increase, the demand died at St.
Confirmed today that
tically all routes.
George, Utah, on Saturday of
for the territorial product
has be.m
Jenner was murdered, about Novemlie was aoout 75 years old.
pneumonia,
POOR
MULHALTON.
much greater than the supply. ..In hie Bigler was a member of the Mormon
ber 13, during a night attack made on
current annual report the United States battalion and was working at Sutter's
his camp by professedly'" friendly na,
tives.
inspector of coal mines for New Mexico Mill race when the discovery was made)
He Has Been Placed in the Insane Asylum state: "At ail mines In the
territory, vvm. j. jonnston, oi Kamaa, is. m., is
at Phoenix.
UNFRIENDLY TO THE TURKS.
except the very small mines, the oppi a- - one of the three other survivors of that
party.
Phoenix, ArlsS.r Nov. 28. Joe Mulhat- - tors were unable to fill irore than
of the orders receded, On ac
ton, onca well known from New York to
KAJUEET RBFOBT
That is the Opposition to the U. 8- - Consul San Francisco as the "prince of story count of the scarcity 3! miners the opMONEY AND METAL.
at Harport.
telling drummers," has been placed In erators were unable to meet th? deNew York, Nov". 26. Money on call
mand for coal. Had it no' been for the
PhysiNew York, Nov. 26. The Constanti- the territorial Insane asylum.
nominally 4 per cent. Prime mercantile
recovIn
miners
the
cians
chances
of
of
his
the
increan
that
great
say
scarcity
5. Silver,
paper, 4K
nople correspondent of , the , Berliner
the total production for :he flscil year
.STOCK.
Tageblatt, says a Herald dispatch from er are very small.
Kansas
would
have
tons
been many
Cattle, 0,000; strong.
City.
greater"
Berlin, states the reason why the Porte
Native
This certainly is an unusual conditio!?
86.00; Texas
BATTLING WITH DEATH.
steers, $4.50
refused an exequateur to the newly aptown of Las Cruces,
a mMe and a half north of
Situated
92.35
county sea
cows,
$3.15; native cows and
of
should
be
and
incen
a
bethings
Is
strong
S.
at
U.
consul
Harpoot,
pointed
of 3,500, telegraph lines, banks, physl
a
has
which
Ana
Dona
of
$5.45; stacker and feedheifers, $1.50
population
County,
both
r.s
for
tive
miners
the
and
capltall
showed
he
cause when a missionary
An Onfavorable Beport on the Condition o
$3.75.
ers, $3.00
$4.50; bulls, $3.75
to invade New Mexico.
clans, etc. Altitude, 3,873 feet. The Ideal climate. Brilliant sunny winter days and
himself unfriendly to the Turks and
Senator Davis.
Calves,
$5.05.
500; strong; $4.50
shade of
air. The summer heat, tempered by
THE GALLUP DISTRICT.
crisp nights, with
St. Paul.Nov. 26. At noon the followspread untrue stories about the massaSheep, 3,000; strong; lambs, $4.00
THE ALAMEDA, and extreme dryness, is pleasant and
cottonwoods
In
the
fiv
are
cres. The consul will in spite of the de. ing official statement wbb
district
surrounding
there
$3.00
$4.30.
$5.25;
Gallup
muttons,
giant
given by Dr.
Is an exhileratlon in
warmest days
clsion of the Ports, leave for Harpoot to Stone: "Senator Davis was very rest- known workable coal veins, one above
Chicago. Cattle market today, 16,500;
atmosphere. The
enjoyable; and on
for refreshing slumber.
warm
too
are
never
take up his new duties. As the Ameri- less during the night. He slept but 3 another, the lowest at a depth of 100 Good to choice strong to shade higher,
irights
feet. The field extends to an unknown others steady; canners strong, good to
can" battleship, Kentucky, is on the way hours In ail. He is
On
main line of
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway, and best reached
taking less nourish- distance north and west
$5.35
$5.75; poor lo medto Smyrna, It fc extremely probable ment." ' :
and is consid- prime steers,
and west.
all
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from
points north,
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by
$5.30;
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that the Porte win give way.
of wide, open
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furnished.
of
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$3.25
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size,
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of
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bountifully
Packing
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DISCIPLINE ENFORCED.
was done in 1881, but the industry did $2.00
$3.70; bulls, $2.60
$4.35;
used. Fresh eggs. Jersey milk and cream. Courteous attenhouse meats only
not assume important proportions until calves, $3.50
$5.50; Texas fed steers,
tion shown guests.
about 1885. Within the past three years $4.00
$4.85; Texas grans steers, $3.35
Tour West Pointers Sentenced for Permit- The Bivers and Harbors Committee Pre- many thousands of dollars have ,
reasonable rates.
Horses and carriages for
$3.35.
14.10; Texas bulls, $3.50
for
Congress,
paring
Indoor games, magazines. Rifles for shooting. Small game in
ting a Breaoh of Order
expended In equipping the mines here. Sheep, 30,000; good to choice steady,
piano,
Croquet,
Washington, D. C, Nov. 26. The riv- The veins are 4 to 7 feet In thickness.
West Point, N.Y., Nov. 26 Acting
ers and harbors committee of the house The
"FROG LEGS."
Captain Guthrie of Colorado, tor perproduct Is marketed In New Mexixea or any other old thing In the eating
mitting a breach of order In the mess today began the preparation of Its ap- co, Arizona and California.
Bon-ToUse
at
the
was
bill.
decided that
It
hall, and subsequent insubordination propriation
SOUTHERN SANTA FE COUNTY
was sentenced by committee of army no hearings will be granted except in
A sure cure for the blues: Attend
In south Santa Fe county extraordi
commissioners to solitary confinement
pedal cases.
nary conditions attend the coal meas- the "Old Maid's Convention" at the
Two
and removal of his chevrons.
Arrangements for accommodations should be made In advance, and notice of
ures In that here we find the bitumi court house on Tuesday night.
other officers and one private received
will be met railroad station and transWanted,
Copper
Properties.
expected arrival given, when
nous and anthracite coal resting one
similar sentences.
Engraved visiting cards, elegant and
The Alameda.
"Miners or other persons
devel
ported
above
the
Here
having
other.
main
bitumthe
'
at low prices at the New Mexican
Sugar la Ooiaf Up.
oped or undeveloped copper property, inous vein, which has a depth of
Printing; office.
New York,' Nov. 26. The National Su- mine or prospects, which they wish to of 1,264 feet, la 8 to 5 feet thick andslope
THIS CU3ATE IS RAPIDLY GROWING IN THE FAVOR OF THE PHYSICIANS OF THIS
ungar Refining Company advanced refined dlapoae of, will do well to address P. O. derlying this deposit Is a S foot stratum Clean cotton rags wanted at the New
COUNTRY AS A HEALTH RESORT.
If
Box 422, Santa Fe, N. M,
mi gar Ave point. .
of the finest anthraoite coal. These' Mexican office,
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the oldest newsIt is sent to every postofflce in the territory, and has a
large and growing circulation among
the intelligent and progressive people of
he southwest.
The New Mexican Is
paper In New Mexico.
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1
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20.
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There has not been one case or yellow
fever at Santiago de Cuba this year.
Such a record was unheard of before
the American occupation. There wasn't
a year before that time that yellow fe
ver did not cause many deaths, for San
tiago was about as unsanitary a city
as could be found in the western hemis
phere. But Yankee pluck, determination and medical skill have conquered
Santiago. Santiago city and Santiago
province are no longer the pest house of
Cuba, but they are acquiring fame as
districts of unusually low mortality.
Now that this much has been done for
Santiago it may be well to recall the
fact that there are cities right in the
United States where state and local
governments should do for the people
what the national government did for
Santiago. It will not do to conquer yellow fever, small pox and other epidem
ics under the unfavorable climate of
Cuba and give them ground for nourishment in the more favorable climes of
this country. There is no town, no
state, nor territory so poor that it can
not maintain an efficient, energetic
board of health, that it cannot clean up
the town or city, if needs be by prison
labor, that it cannot spend a few dollars for sulphur, carbolic acid and other
disinfectants to fumigate once a month
the more congested districts where epidemics generally have their beginning.
The city, the territory and the state
which do not do these things, are not
doing their duty and cannot claim to
being in line with Santiago de Cuba,
nor with modern progress.
Is It a Real Thing?

The dog days are
papers are merrily keping up the war
over the question: "Is hydrophobia a
figment of the imagination or is it a
n
reality?" The Chicago
contributes the following case as an arover, but the news-

Inter-Ocea-

For governor of New Mexico, from
7, 1901, to June 7,
1905, or until
statehood Is attained, Miguel A. Otero.

June

It Is no maan accomplishment to
make people laugh and to cause them
to forget temporarily their troubles and
sorrows. Sir Arthur Sullivan and Play
wright Hoyt who died within a week of
each other, one in England, the other in
this country, have probably contributed
more to the enjoyment and to the mer
riment of people than any other two
men living. Their fame may not be en
during, but they had their reward in
their day.

S'ATM Mil

Practice at Home What Is Preached Abroad- -

gument upon the question:
"The death of John R. Beart of Wabash avenue, illustrates a point that
has been dwelt upon for years by physicians and surgeons.
"Mr. Beart in August last had a
struggle with a bulldog and was bitten
in three places. The struggle in itself
was of a character to produce nervous
exhaustion, to say nothing of the mutilation by the dog. Upon examination it
was shown that the dog was not afflicted with rabies.
"Mr. Beart recovered from the immediate effects of the struggle and returned to his work. But a week ago he
was taken 111 and he grew steadily
worse to the end. Those in attend-xnebelieve that he died of fear of hydrophobia.
"There is no dispute as to the main
facts in the case. The dog that attacked Mr. Beart did not have any disease.
Mr. Beart had no symptoms of hydrophobia, but he lived for months in horror of the most dreaded of diseases, and
this resulted in conditions that caused
death.
"If the dog that made the attack on
Mr. Beart had been killed, as is usual
in such cases, the case would undoubtedly have been catalogued in the hydro
phobia list. As the case stands, it gives
strength to the theory that a great
cases of rabies
many of the
are produced solely by fear."

Swung

THERE CAN BE NO EXTERNAL IRRITATION
WITHOUT AN INTERNAL CAUSE.
If the blood is in a pure, healthy condition, no poisonous elements can reach the skin.
External applications of washes, lotions and salves sometimes mitigate the itching and soothe the
inflammation, but cannot reach the disease. Only 5. S. S., the real Dlooa medicine, can do this.
d
blood and
S. S. S., the only purely vegetable remedy known, is a safe and permanent cure for Eczema and all
and invigorates
skin troubles. It goes direct to the seat of the disease, neutralizes the acids and cleanses the blood,
all the organs, and thus clears the system of all impurities through the natural channels ; the skin relieved, all inflammation
UDSiaes, ana an signs ui me uiscasc uisayjjcai.
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This most aggravating and tormenting of all skin diseases is caused by an acid condition of
the blood, and unless relieved through certain instrumentalities too much
of this acid poison reaches the skiu and it becomes red and inflamed. The itching and burning are
almost unbearable, especially when overheated from any cause. The skin seems on fire, sleep or rest is
impossible, the desperate sufferer, regardless of consequences, scratches until strength is exhausted.
This burning, itching humor appears sometimes in little pustules, discharging a sticky fluid, which
forms crusts and scales. Again the skin is dry, hard and fissured, itches intensely, bleeds and scabs over.
This is a painful and stubborn form of the disease.
While Eczema, Tetter, Erysipelas, Salt Rheum and many like troubles are spoken of as diseases of
the skin, they are really blood diseases, because
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All kinds of jewelry made to order and
y.
repaired, r ine sw.ie setting a spec-ialt-

Singer sewing machines and
supplies.
- SANTA FB. N. M
FRISCO ST

SANTA FE CHAPTER, No.
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at 7:30 p. m.
MARCUS ELDODT, H. V.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
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SOI.K AGENT
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deep-seate-

of Cardington, Ohio, says she was afflicted with Scrofulous sores and Eczema
times became so badly swollen that she was not recognisable, and her limbs
from birth. Her
and hands were very sore. She was treated by all the doctors in town without being benefitted, and in
her researches for relief, was told by an old physician to take S. S. S. She followed his advice and was
was seventeen yearsago. She sincerely
promptly cured, and has neverin had a return of the disease.for This
S. S. S., and adds, " what it has done for me
believes she would have been her grave years ago but
it will do for others."
Mrs.

Hoffmin,
lefa M. face
at

Send for our book on Blood and Skin Diseases, and write our physicians fully about your
case; they will cheerfully give anv information or advice wanted. We make so charge for this. Address,
whom to unload. McGrath was a newcomer to the camp, and he was selected
as a victim. He was Invited to visit the
ground, and being familiar from long
experience with various classes of rock,
the Denver man at once arrived at the
conclusion that something unusually,
desirable was within reach. Upon the
spot he concluded without delay to sink
a shaft in a part of the ground that had
not been prospected.
The former owners laughed, but in a
few days their laughter changed to
chagrin, for a streak of copper two inches wide was encountered, which gradually widened, until it is now looked
upon as one of the richest parts of the
camp.
"Silver City," said Mr. McGrath yesterday, "is surrounded by a mining district which has many pay mines, and is
coming forward rapidly since Colorado
Springs, Cripple Creek and Pueblo capital became interested. Fully a score
of substantial producing mines could be
named that have commenced shipping
within the past year. The old Cooney
mine, owned by Colorado Springs capitalists, was purchased eight months
ago. Since taking possession the management has sold over $35,000 worth of
ore and experts recently measured up
$500,000 worth of ore in the property. It
is a copper mine, and has an ore body
seven feet wide running 20 per cent or
n
upwards. J. R. McKinney, the
Colorado Springs mining man, is
patenting a fine group of claims, and
John H. Graham of Denverr'owner of
the Confidence mine, is shipping- regularly to the smelters.
"The Santa Rita mine is working 300
men, and has $5,000,000 worth of copper
ore in sight. The Hearst estate has a
valuable mine at Plnos Aftos, where ore
carrying gold and silver is being suc
cessfully concentrated on a large scale,
Mr. McGrath will return to Silver
City after spending a few days with
friends in Denver.
well-know-

-

The Cerrillos Register is a new jour
nalistic candidate for public favor in
Santa Fe county. It ia a neatly printed
eight page weekly published at Cerrillos
by H. A. Neel, and seeks to cover the
news of southern Santa Fe county, and
at the same time to bring to the notice
of the world the great resources of that
AND SURROUNDINGS.
HAGERMAN
part of the territory. The venture deserves to be successful, and It is to be
As to the Solicitor General.
hoped that Mr. Neel will succeed where
and Prosperous Fart of the
Some of our esteemed contemporaries A Beautiful
others before him have for one or the
Pecos Valley.'
are advocating the abolishment of the
other reason failed.
office of solicitor general and are ask
(Rocky Mountain News.)
Turkey does not want a United States
"What does the solicitor general do
consul at Harpoot, the scene of an Ar- ing:
is a comparatively new
Hagerman,
not
be
This question should
menian massacre a year or two ago, anyhow?" in
it should be Ignored. and flourishing town of the Pecos valley
fact
answered;
This looks bad for Turkey, for it seems
it seems that an Albuquerque located on the Pecos Valley railroad,
to be a tacit admission that affairs at However,
cities of
answered
it, saying to a repre between the rapidly growing
attorney
Harpoot are in such shape that they sentative of the Citizen who put the Roswell and Carlsbad, and Is named In
n
That is
would not bear investigation.
'What does the solicitor gen honor of J. J. Hagerman,
the more reason why the United States question:
Pecos
rail
the
of
Valley
president
eral do? Why he does nothing except aire,
should insist upon having a consul at to
consult with the governor." This is road system, resident of the Peoos val
Harpoot, especially since Americans
ley, and active promoter of Pecos valley
unqualified
have erected colleges and schools at absolutely, unquestionably,
interests.
correct
this
with
ly and unequivocally
that point in Asia Minor.
Mr. Hagerman has a palatial rest
exception, that in addition to being the
e
private grounds
of the governor, and the dence with park-likadviser
legal
Paul Kruger finds a compensation
overlooking
him upon points of on Hagerman Heights
consulting
governor
for the loss of the presidency of the
his advice on other Carlsbad, and is now preparing to
law
and
receiving
Transvaal in the enthusiastic reception
to the territory, the build a second magnificent family home
matters
on
given him by the changeable French- solicitor pertaining
also
represents the ter In the Roswell vicinity, the property
general
men. Unfortunately for him, but forprobavery
being
Heights
Hagerman
is
a
in all cases where the latter
near future to the
tunately for the world, the average ritory in the
supreme court; also upon bly devoted in the
Frenchman is of one mind today and of party
of the governor he tries murder purposes of a superb Carlsbad sanitar
request
another the day following, and the hur
ium.
in the district courts.
rahs for Kruger are merely a little cases
less than
The town of Hagerman
no solicitor general and
there
Were
was only a railroad
temporary effervescence a enthusiasm were the
three
ago
years
territorial
other
and
governor
over the old Boer because he attempted
to ask legal advice side track and now is a municipality
to twist the tail of the British lion, the officials compelled
an occasion arises, from replete with, commercial activity and
time
every
to the
hereditary enemy of France.
such lawyers as they should employ, residential beauties. Tributary
town are vast cattle ranges stocked
atan
to
were
the
and
employ
territory
Another beet sugar factory for Colo
to represent it in the supreme with improved beef grades and a wide
rado. It will be built at Loveland and torney
area subject to ample and
to
court and
try murder cases in the agricultural
$700,000 will be expended for Its con
would be active canal irrigation. Alfalfa, grown
the
expense
district
oourts,
Btruction. It does not seem possible
about twenty times what it is now. In profusion and perfection,
that the imaginary boundary line be justwould
cost from $40,000 to $50,000 per the fattening qualities of the nutritious
It
tween Colorado and New Mexico keeps
stock ranges, while
the
way attorneys charge In New grasses of the open
the new factories from coming to this year
mature
thirty days earlier
cantaloupes
solloitor
the
gener
At
Mexico.
present
territory. It Is believed that after al receives $2,000 per year.
than to adjacent northern latitudes
statehood Is given New Mexico, capitalFrom Hagerman have been shipped
state and territory has an
ists will have more confidence in the Every
some of the finest block beeves ever
or
solicitor
called
is
who
the
Pecos valley, while toma
territory and then some of the good
general and who Is the legal advis leaving the
things which seem to be going to the or of the executive and who Is also the toes and other table vegetables are for.
Centennial state exclusively will come
warded to eastern and northern points
legal advisor of all the state or terrltor
to New Mexico.
ial officials. He represents the state or at fancy prices.
At Carlsbad, R. W. Tansill, the man
territory in legal cases in the supreme
New Mexico's Coal Fields.
world-wid- e
known
court. The abolishment of the office ufacturer of the
It la no exaggeration to say that would be economy with a vengeance, "Tansill Punch" cigar, has made a
Pennsylvania is today the leading man. No doubt there are some Albuquerque beautiful and permanent family home
ufacturing state of the Union on ac lawyers who would like the office abol and established his personal business
count of its coal measures. Coal made ished in order to get fat fees, amount
headquarters, being, at the same time,
the modern Pennsylvania and also con ing to thousands and thousands of dot one of the heaviest investors In Pecos
tributed greatly to the growth of New lars per annum, but the representatives valley Interests and most active promoYork and other neighboring states. of the people in the 34th legislative as- ters of Pecos valley progress and prosCoal made Great Britain a nation of sembly will not be ready to do that, as perity.
manufacturers; coal Is making Ger their record upon the adjournment of RESOURCES OF PECOS VALLEY.
The Pecos valley Itself includes that
many a hive of industry. Coal, If It ex the session will prove.
portion of New Mexico lying east and
ists In abundance, is bound to bring
west of the Pecos river for a distance
prosperity and growth to any state or
A GOOD
MINING SECTION.
of 200 miles, the valley width ranging
territory New Mexico, blessed in so
from twenty to fifty miles on either side
many other respects, Is also blessed bethe river, or an average aggregate
cause it possesses great coal measures, P. T. MoQiath Tells Denver
of the of
valley breadth of, perhaps, edxty miles.
It has within it the making of a great Wealth of Grant and SocorroPeople
Counties,
The irrigation systems, including both
industrial state, and now that the coal
canal and artesian well sources, are al(Denver Republican.)
fields of England, of Germany, of Pennn
P. T. McGrath, a
mining ready extensive and, owing to the
sylvania, show signs of exhaustion, the
water supply, can be event
world will soon turn Its eyes to New man, who has been operating recently
Mexico far fuel to produce power. In In the region of Silver City, N. M., reg
ually developed to the covering and cul
fact the advance guard of Industry has istered at the Albany hotel, Denver, tivation of every fertile farming acre
already laid its hands upon the coal this week. Mr. McGrath brought to of the valley.
It Is conservatively estimated that,
fields of Capltan, of Gallup, of Madrid, Denver, for the edification of his
of Blossburg, and la reaching out for friends, the most striking samplea of Including the cost of the construction
the coal fields of Carthage, of San Juan copper ore ever shown there. The sam of the Pecos Valley railroad, there has
county, of Monero and for the undevel- ples were taken from a big porphyry been actually Invested In the Pecos val
oped fields In other parts of the terri- dyke, and will run from 60 to 70 per cent ley within the last twelve years over
tory, It took only fifty years to make copper. The pay streak In the bottom $15,000,000. The valley now has about
Pennsylvania a leader in Industry after of the shaft, according to the happy 12,000 people and, with its rapidly ap
the exploitation of Its coal fields began; discoverers, la thirty Inches wide and proaching full development, will event
it will take less than that to make New the large samples whloh are shown ually display figures approximating a
Mexico prominent as a coal producer seem to confirm the claim.
population of 25,000.
The climate of the Pecos valley ap
consists
The property
of several
now that the first period of discovery
and exploitation has been passed. If claims and was first worked by a party proaches the ideal, the officially recordthere were no other reason In bellivlng of prospeotors, who thought they had ed temperature, for instance, for the
in New Mexico's future greatness, the found a pocket of rich ore, which they period between December 16, 1899, and
one that It has abundant coal is
proceeded to work out. The next move April 1,1900, showing a dally average of
was
a tenderfoot upon 65 degrees above lero. The altitude of

Roswell is 3,600 feet, of Carlsbad 3,060,
while the mean temperature of the
summer months is SO degrees above.
The atmosphere of the valley is guiltless alike of humidity and malaria a
fact which taken to gather with the utter absence of harsh or chilling winds,
makes the valley a natural sanitarium
for the cure of all throat and lung troubles, while, in addition, the valley's medicinal springs heal disorders of the
kidneys and the digestive organs. The
mild climatic conditions extend their
fortunate effects to agriculture as well
as to health, for with an average spring
and autumn temperature of 60 degrees
above and an average winter record of
42 degrees .above the farmer can plow
every day in the year.
PRODUCTS OF THE FIELD.
The harvests gathered along the 1'"
of the Pecos Valley railroad system include, in luxuriance of yield and perfection of maturity, the peach, pear, plum,
apple, apricot, grape, all the berries,
grains, table vegetables, peanuts, alfalfa, sorghum, millet, Kaffir corn, milo
maize, sweet potatoes, the sugar beet
a,nd melons of varied assortment and
excellence. The various orchard products are commercially
pronounced
superior to those of California; the sugar beet yield displays an average yield
of twelve tons to the acre, with a phenomenally high percentage of saccharine matter; "while alfalfa boasts four
cuttings per season with an annual average yield of five tons per acre.
The cattle and sheep industries report, respectively an annual calf increase of 90 per cent and an annual
lamb addition of 100 per cent. The wool
production is immense and is Constant
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SANTA FE COMMANDERY
No. 1, K. T. Regular conclave fourth Monday in each
Thetrade supplied
from one bottle to a
AIX KINDS OF
month at Masonic Hall at
M1NFRALWAT
R earload. Mall orders
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, E. C.
7:30 p. m.
promptly filled.
F. S. DAVIS, Recorder.Fc
St.
Santa
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-

Swift Specific Co., Atlanta. 6a.

ly adding both to weight and quality of
fleece. Beef and lanmb home feeding
for outside market Is annually' multiplying itself with alfalfa, corn and pulp
from beet sugar manufacture as fattening factors.
A Good Appointment.
(Silver City Independent.)
"Governor Otero on Wednesday appointed Edgar M. Toung, of Silver City,
a regent of the Normal Institute at that
place, to succeed Jo E. Sheridan, who
resigned on account of being a federal
officer. The appointment of Mr. Young
naturally gives the best satisfaction, as
he Is in every respect qualified."
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BY THE

RAILWAY

you can leach the
very heart of Mexico.
The Mexican Central
Railway is standard
gauge throi ghout and
offers alt conveniences c! ncdern railway travel. For rates
and further Information address

BE...

$2.00

BEST LOCATED HOTEL IN CITY.

J.T. FORSHA.Proprietor.
SPECIAL. RATES by the Week
Month for Table Board, with st witfeeu
Room.

SOUTHEAST

COQ. PLAZA

AGE,

Labcb, Bestow Co. Are., Aug. 4.
I m 4( years old and have been suffering with
Change of Life. I had flooding spells so bad that
none thought I could live. My husband got me
Wine of Cardui and It saved my life. I am like
another person since taking it.
MRS. E. B. TOWN8END.

multi-millio-
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directions, addreBB, giving symptomB,
UfflW Ad.l.or Dp't, la. IHATTANOOGl
BliDlCiHl! CO., j Chattanooga, Tenn.
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DRUGGISTS.

PECOS SYSTEM.
& NORTHERN
TEXAS
RAILWAY CO.
PECOS VALLEY & NORTHEASTERN RY.
PECOS RIVER R. R. Co.

Instituted

Military

Roswell. New Mexico.

(Central Time.)
Train No. 1 leaves Pecos
Carlsbad 5:15 p. m. Arrives
at 8:15 p. m.; Amarillo, 6:00
necting with the A., T. & S.
Colorado and Southern.
Train No. 2 leaves Amarillo daily at
5:30 a. m. Arrives at Roswell at 2:05 p,
m.; Carlsbad at 5:60 p. m.
Train No. 6 leaves Carlsbad at 7:30 a,
m. Arrives at Pecos at 11:35 a. m.
Train No. 3 (mixed) dally leaves Ros
well at 7:25 a. m. Arrives at Amarillo
at 7:65 p. m.
Train No. 4 (mixed) dally leaves Am
arlllo at 7 a. m. Arrlver at Portales at
2:25 p. m. and at Roswell at 7:35 p. m.
Stages for Lincoln, White Oaks and
Nogal, N. M leave Roswell, N. M., dal
ly except Sunday ja,t 7 a. m.
For low rates, for information regard
lng the resources of this valley, prices
of lands, etc., address
D. H. NICHOLS,
General Manager,
Roswell, N. M,
E. W. MARTINDELL,
Gen. Frt. and Pass. Agent,
Amarillo, Tex., and Roswell, N. M,

Reduced rates are now in effect to the
following winter resorts on the Santa
Fe Route:
SAN FRANCISCO
And return, $66.90: return limit, six
months: stop-ovprivileges in both
directions.
LOS ANGELES AND SAN DIEGO
And return. $56.90; return limit, six
months; stop-ovprivileges in both
directions.
CITY OF MEXICO
And return, $67.70; return limit nine
months; stop-ovprivileges In both dl
rections.
PHOENIX, ARIZ.,
And return, $46.25; return limit, six
months; transit limit, fifteen days In
each direction.
LAS VEGAS HOT SPRINGS
And return, $5; return limit, ninety
days; continuous passage In each direction.
HUDSON HOT SPRINGS
And return, $18.20; return limit thirty
days; continuous passage in each direc
tion.
For particulars call on or write to
any agent of the Santa Fe Route.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.
W. J. BLACK, G. P. A., Topeka, Kan,

'
Teachers .(Men), and Matron.
New Buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and complete;
all conveniences.
baths, water-workTuition, board, fend laundry, $300 per session.
Session Is three terms, thirteen weeks each. Roswell Is a noted health
excellent people.
resort, 3,700 feet above sea level;

er
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Santa Fe

AND

Denver

&

Rio Grande R. R.

(Effective Nov.

Six

steam-heate-

s,

R. S. Hamilton, Rot wr 11.
J. C. Lea Roswell
Reed, Roswell,
J. O. Cameron, Eddy.
For particular address:
Nathan Jaffa, Roswell,
V. 51.

Col. Jas.

6. JUeadors.
Superintendent

well-know-

Table Wines!

(MP
111

W.

'

,
be found a full'llne of
Imported wines for family trade;
Orders by telephone will be promptly filled.

Priee,

11,

Pre,

OF

IP- -

A. O. TJ.

W.

GOLDEN LODGE, No. 3, A. O. U. W
meets every second and fourth
Wednesdays at 8 p. m.
W. S. HARROUN, M. W.
JOHN C. SEARS, Recorder.

33. IP. O.

ELKS.

SANTA FE LODGE, No. 460, B. P. (X
E., holds Its regular sessions on th
second and fourth Wednesdays of each
month. Visiting brothers are Invited
J. A. MASSIE, E. R.
and welcome.
T. J. HELM, Secretary.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

Attoineys at Law.
MAX. FROST,

Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, N.

M.

CHAS. A. SPIESS,

Attorney at law. Will practice in all
territorial courts. East Las Vegas, N.M.
GEO. W. KNABBEL,
Office In Griffin Block. Collections

anJ

searching titles a specialty.
EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Off!)
in the Capitol.
CHAS. F. BASLE Y,

(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, N. M. Land
and mining business a specialty.
R. C. GORTNBR,

ter-rito-

and

Offices in the Masonic building
Court House, Santa Fe, N. M.

Insurance.
S. B. LANKARD,

Insurance Agent. Office, Catron Block,
east side of Plaza. Represents the largest companies doing business In the territory of New Mexico, in both life, fire
and Accident Insurance.

Public- -

WIST BOUND

AST BOUND
No. 42ft.

MILia No.

.

Attorney at Law. District attorney for
the first Judicial district, countus of
Santa Fe, San Juan, Rio Arrlbu and
Taos. Practices In all courts of the

Real Estate Agent and Notary

1900.)
42S

t

...

R. L. BACA.

4:50 pm
10:30am. ,Lv....SantaFe..Ar..
12:50pm. .Lv....Espanola..Lv.. 84.. 2:20pm
m...iz:ik p m
2upm..kv....iimiuao...LT
2:40 pm..Lv... Barranca. .Lv.. 60.. .11:55 a m

Real estate agent and notary public
Expert translator from Spanish to Engam lish and from English to Spanish. Type
4:l5pm..Lv.Trea Pledraa.Lv.. 90. ..10:10
8:05 am
7:20pm..Lv....AntonIto..Ly..ia5...
A:4Anm..Lv
Alamosa.. .Lv 158... 6:55 am writing done correctly and neatly. ON
12:40 p m..Lv....La Veta. ..Lv.".M5... 8:25 a m flee Prince
block, Palace avenue, Santa
fueDio...i.v..a7...i2:zoam
lnjin.,iiT
881 . . .10 XI p m
4 :20 a m . . LvColo Sprlncs.Lv
..

a m.. Ar.. ...Denver. ...Lv.. 404... 8:00 pm
Connections with the main line and
branches as follows:
At Antonlto for Duranco, Sllverton
ana all points in the Ban Juan country,
At Alamosa (with standard gauge) for
La veta, ruebio, Colorado springs and
Denver, aiso witn narrow gauge for
Monte Vista, Del Norte and Denver
Creede and all points in the San Luis
vaney.
At 3anaa witn Jiain line istanaara
gauge) for all, points east and west in'
eluding LeadvTlle.
.
v. u. a. u. lor
At Florence witn
the gold camps of Cripple Creek and
Victor.
At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Den
ver v ith all Missouri river lines lor all
points east.
New Reclining Chair Cars between
Santa Fe and Alamosa. Seats free.
Through passengers from Santa Fe
will have reserved berths In standard
gauge sleepers from Alamosa if desired.
For further information address the
undersigned.

Fe, N. M.

7:00

i

LACE"

IC.

er

Time Table No. 63.
,

MISS M. TESSIE CALL, N. G.
MISS SALLIE VAN ARSDELL, Sec.

er

Rio Grande
THE MILITARY SCHOOL, OF NEW MEXICO ESTABLISHED
AND SUPPORTED BY THE TERRITORY.

9,

SANTA FE LODGE, No. 2, K of P.
Regular meeting every Tuesday evening at 7:30 o'clock at Castle hall. Visit1:10 p. m, ing knights given a cordial welcome.
DAVID M. WHITE, C. C.
at Roswell
WENDELL V. HALL, K. of R. and S.
a. m., con
F. and the

.

THE NEW MEXICO

LODGE, No.

Visiting

Santa Fe Reduced Rates.
It is the devout wish of nearly all people to live to a ripe old age.
None of us want to die young. This universal desire can be realized if
care be taken of the health in early and middle life. A little precaution then
will add many years to our existence.
Death an be kept away a long
time. Happy, healthy old age will be the lot of the woman who promptly
corrects the ailments which afflict her sex. In youth, Wine of Cardui will
take the female child safely over the dividing line between girlhood and
As a wife she needs it to help her through the trials of
womanhood.
pregnancy and childbirth with as little discomfort as possible.
At the
Change of Life it will help her over the dangerous place that appears in
her pathway between 40 and SO.
Then will come many years of truly
blissful existence. She will grow old slowly and gracefully.
To the last
she will preserve that charm and beauty which are always characteristic
ot perfectly healthy grandmothers.
It is for women alone to decide
LADIES' ADVISORY DEPARTMENT.
whether they will be healthy or
For advice in cases requiring special

MYRTLE REBEKAH

ters welcome.

PECOS

mww Per Day

CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT, No. I,
I. O. O. F. Regular communication
the second and fourth Tuesday of eacli
month at Odd Fellows' hall. Visiting
patriarchs welcome.
W. M. H. WOODWARD, C. P.
J. E. HAINES, Scribe.

B. J. K UHN
I. O. O. F. B"T"'.&r meeting first and
nf each month at Odd
third
Com'I Agt. El Paso, Tex Fellows'Tuesday
hall.
brothers and sis-

ss

$1.50

O. O. IT.

AZTLAN LODGE, No. 8, I. O. O. F.,
meets every Friday evening in Odd
Fellows' hall, San Francisco street. Visiting brothers welcome.
JOHN C. SEARS, N. G.
L. M. BROWN, Secretary.

MEXICAN
CENTRAL

Letter heads, note heads, envelopes,
bill heads, statements, etc., in best possible style and at lowest possible prices
at the New -- 'Mexican printing office.
work
Call, see samples of first-claand leave your order.

.

MONTEZUMA LODGE
No. 1, A., F. and A. M
Regular
communication first Monday in each
month at Masonic HsU
at 7:30 p. m.
W. S. HARROUN,
V- W. M.
F. P. CRICHTON, Secretary.

.

x. J. uklu, uonerai agent.
Santa F, N. M

K, BoOFiB, G. P

Dentist.
D. W. MANLBY,

Dentist. Office. Southwest Corner of
Plaia, over Fischer's Drug Store.
DR. C. N. LORD,

Graduate of Philadelphia Dental Col
lege. Bight years' experience in New
York. Modern methods for painless extraction. Office In the Splegelberg block,
over Ireland's Drug Store. Office will
open November

1.

Notice for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No. 4008.)'
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. Oct 80. 19C- 0Notteela hereby given that the following
named lettler ha filed notloe of hla Intention
to make final proof in rapport of hU el 1m,
and that said proof will be made before the
refptHter or receiver at Santa Fe on December
8, 1900, via: Mareoa Rlbera, for the iwH iwli,
section 8, aett ae!4. aectlou 8, neW neK.aeotlon
17, nwU nwK, aeotlon 16, township 16 north,
rantre 10 eaat. He namrn the following
to prove Ml continuous residence upon and cultivation of laid land, vis Alelan.
dro Abeyta, Joae Maria Somoia, Tomaa
Abeyta, Caalmlro Itinera, all of Santa Fe,
Manuel R. Otero, Register,
N.M.

A TMakinf Maohlns.
CLIMATE
A famous Inventor declare he lias de.
vised a machine that will abolish
This machine la a boat that will
go without men on board, and can be Santa Fe Has Fine Summers and
controlled for any distance without
Moderate Winters with Equable
wires.
It will obey orders from the
land or it will act upon Its own judgTemperature,
ment, according to the necessities of
the situation. It will carry an unlimited quantity of explosives, which can be
aimed with unerring accuracy. Pro- NEARLY ALWAYS PLEASANT
gress has achieved wonders during this
century, The fact that It can find no
substitute for Hostetter's Stomach Bitters, proves the inestimable value of the The Salubrious Atmosphere of the Terri
Bitters. So long as constipation, Inditory and Reasons Why the Olimatels
gestion, dyspepsia, liver and kidney
Healthful and the Country Chosen
troubles continue to affect mankind, so
long will the Bitters stand as the one
for Sanitariums,
sure cure for them.

THE SUPERB

war-far-

-

e.

Ostracized.
Snip explains that he
doesn't go Into the ball room because he
Is out of practice."
"It is because of a like reason that he
never goes into a sick room.
To prevent consumption quickly cure
throat and lung troubles with One Min
ute Cough Cure. Ireland's fnarmacy.
A Threat.
"Bobbv. come Into the house this
minute: I want to give you your bath.'
, ''Now, ma, don't
y5u order me 'round
so or 1 11 get irritated like pa.
The most dainty and effective pills
made are DeWltt's Little Early Risers.
They are unequalled for all liver and
bowel troubles. Never gripe. Ireland'?

"Young

Dr

A knowledge of the contour of New
Mexico in relation to the surrounding
country is necessary to clearly under
stand the cause of its climatic advant
ages, that are not possessed by any
other part of the United States. A
study of the Rocky mountain region reveals ths fact that the great chain
from the far north is broken in its continuity as it leaves Colorado. In New
Mexico there are smaller ranges with
here and there lofty peaks with timbered slopes and barren crowns to relieve the clouds of moisture. From
them incline fertile valleys and grassy
upland plains to the gulf region until
when the southern border is reached,
there are no mountains between New
Mexico and the southern water. Three
fourths of this territory has an altitude
of 5,000 feet. At the southern border
the valleys have dropped to from 3,000
to 4,000 feet, while the Santa Fe valley,
at the capital city, has an altitude of
6,967 feet at the plaza,
A country of such varied altitudes
must have some variety in climate, but
the variation is in degrees of temperature mainly, for in general the climate
of New Mexico is dry and salubrious,
The rainfall is principally confined to
showers in the summer, with little rain
or snow in the winter, except in the
northern part of the territory.
Near the extreme southern line, in
the Sacramento mountains, a lofty
peak is the first considerable elevation
met with, as the moisture-lade- n
gulf
clouds drift to the northwest, and this
precipi iates rain to greater extent than
any other mountain, the rainfall there
having in exceptional seasons been es
timated at 48 inches. But over the territory the normal precipitation ranges
from 8 to 35 Inches, according to eleva
tion.
COMPARATIVE TEMPERATURE.
The southern valleys are, of course,
the warmest portions of New Mexico In
the summer, but the hottest are pleas
ant er in midsummer than the east, be
cause the air is dry, rapidly absorbs the
dampness of the skin and has a cooling
effect. The weather is nev r oppressive,
the nights are always cool enough to
sleep under cover and generally under
a blanket.
Santa Fe, being up out of the great
valley of the territory, is especially
blessed as to summer temperature. The
highest record by the thermometer in
this city in twenty-si- x
years was 96 de
grees in isys, an extreme rarely ap
proached. In the last ten years 91 was
the highest absolute temperature. It
should be borne in mind that in a dry
climate the record of the metallic ther
mometer does not indicate the real temperature felt by a human body, which
Is cooled by the drying effect of the air.
It has been demonstrated that a tem
perature of 90 at Santa Fe is not more
oppressive and heating than 72 at St
Louis, or at any place with a humid cli
mate.
rne louowing table was made up
from reports of the climate and crop
service of the weather bureau, and
gives a general idea of the relative in
tensity of heat as indicated by the me
tallic thermometer:

and when a wind finds Us way up the
winding Rio Grande, Bantu Fe receives
but the feather edge of the blow.
NEW MEXICO SANITARIUMS.
Sunny, bright days mark the winter
season, which, until Christmas at least,
is quite as delightful as the glorious
summer, though crisp and cool. Even
the spring months in Santa Fe cannot
be equaled for mildness In any eastern
state. While hundreds of tourists visit
the city in summer and make a more or
less protracted stay, the number who
come to remain permanently for tae curative effect upon tuberculous diseases
is all the while Increasing. The proportion of the latter will be undoubtedly
enlarged In consequence of the Indorse
ment given New" Mexico's climate by
the United States marine hospital serv
ice, which has in 1899 established two
permanent sanitariums in the territory,
and will maintain them as homes for
soldiers and sailors afflicted or threat'
ened with tubercular troubles. Many
years of life at New Mexico army posts
and a careful examination by experts
led the authorities to take this action
in the interest of military Invalids, and
it Is also intended to remove to New
Mexico consumptive inmates of soldiers'
homes in California and eastern states.
Favorable conditions exist all over
New Mexico for restoration to health or
for Improving the condition of such sufferers; a dry, aseptic air, light atmospheric pressure, well drained soil, a
minimum of cold and heat, the absence
of great changes In temperature and a
maximum of sunshine.
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K(oD Maxwell Land Grant

1
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Dyspepsia Cure

SITUATED

ATCHISON,

Digests what you eat.

It artificial Iv digests the food and aids

jNaiure in

WEALTHl

Flatulence. Sour Stomach. Nausea.

IF SHE USES

&

AND COLORADO,

SANTA FE, AND UNION

1,5,
FARIflC

ACRES OF LAND
FOR SALE. .

. .

IlRIGATIO

LAfJDS

qOICE PRAIRIE OR

GIAZIfiG

1

r.

f

GOLD MINES.

well-know-

Prescription
CASES

FEMALE

WEAKNESS.,

On this Grant, near its western boundary, are situated the Gold Mining Distric'.s
of Elizabethtown and Baldy, where mines have been successfully
operated for 25
years, and new rich discoveries were made in 1895 in the vicinity of the new camps
of Hematite
Harry Bluff, as rich as any camp in Colorado, but with lots of as yet
unlocated ground, open: o prospectors on similar terms to, and as favorable as, the

United States Government Laws and Regulations.
Stage leaves every morning, except Sundays, from Springer for these camps.
TITLE PERFECT, founded on United States Patent, and confirmed by decision
of the U. S. Supreme Court.
For further particulars and pamphlets apply to

The Maxwell Land Grant Co.,
RATON. NEW MEXICO

lMfin(

to
si

sa

5,000 a year

for Flowers.

It costs 85,000 a year to supply Iliirlington dining
cars with flowers.
A lot of money, but it is
wisely spent.
Flowers help, as nothing else can, to beautify a
dining-car- .
the
eye their fragrance iills
They please
the air they make you ENJOY your meal.
Ketween Denver' and Chicago the Burlington operates the most satisfactory dining-ca- r
service in tho
western states.
Train leaves Donver at 4:00 p. ni. and 10:00 p. m.
Train for Black Hills, Montana and Huget Sound
leaves Denver 11.30 p m .
Tickets at Oflices of Connecting Lines.

(- -)

ls

Denver Ofllcc

....

Q. W. VALLERY,

1039 Scvcnttentli Si.

Gknbral Agent.

Stenographers, do you know ?
That by using a
NEW MODE

Remington
Typewriter

i

you can do the greatest amount of work
with the least labor.
ONCE USED ALWAYS PREFERRED.

I

YCKOFF, SEAMANS & BENEDICT,

1645 Champa

WABASH

WAY
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WABASH,

.
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New
Railroad to
San Francisco!
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Tit-Bit- s.

'
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PLAYED OUT.
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SYSTEfy
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LAJJDS.
tjOUJJTAIJY
Rewarded.
,
Lano What was vouna' Hamilton's
Well
watered
and
c
with anA ot.si...
. .
miciafjciBcu wiiu unc rangncs suiiaDie
first move when his father took him In raising grain and fruits. In size ofo.iww;,,
tracts to suit purchaser.
.
as equal partnei?
,
,
LARGE PASTtlRRS bud t a
,
iui mug icnn 01 years, lenceoj or uniencea
I'ayne Keduced the old ffentlmnnn's shipping facilities over two railroads.
allowance and raised the stenographer's.
Lano That was certainly ungrateful.
Payne No, it wasn't; the stonosraDh- or's influence wss the cause of the old
man putting the son In.

A Village Blacksmith Saved His Little
Son's Life.
Mr. H. H. Black, the
n
vil
Pharmacy.
lage blacksmith at Grahamvllle, SulliNot Whooly Helpless.
van Co., N. Y., says: "Our little son, 5
"Mowbrv certainlev has a hard of it
SUNSHINE RECORDS.
years old, iias always been subject to
to sret along with both hands cut off."
and so bad have the attacks been
croup,
to
As
the
the
latest
latter
fig
point,
"Not as bad as you may thing; he
we feared many times that he
that
recures
available
from
the
government
still has a successful touch. '.
would die. We have had the doctor and
ords are those of 1897, the year book of
used many medicines, but Chamber
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
1898 having not yet been published. The
IN ALL
OF
lain's Cough Remedy is now our sole reTablets cure biliousness, constipation
summer of 1897, as it happened, was unliance. It seems to dissolve the tough
and headache. They are easy to take
cloudy and rainy at Santa Fe,
usually
mucus and by giving freauent doses
and pleasant in effect. For sale by A.
yet the superiority of this city in the
when the croupy syptoms appear we
C. Ireland.
matter of days that were sunny
have found that the dreaded croup Is
throughout, can be seen by a few comAcquired Kinship.
cured before It gets settled." There is
They "Saved" It.
parisons with places in various parts of
Hopper How many sisters have you
llolibs Too bad about Nobs. Lost all no danger in giving this remedy, for it
the country.
Pod?
of his furniture because of a falso alarm contains no opium or other injurious
Popper One so baptised and about a
No. of Days. of the lire at his house.
drug, and may be given as confidently
dozen
Dobbs
But if there was no fire, how to a babe as to an adult. For
sale by
could
it's
be
furniture
for
cannot
destroyed?
coughing,
When you
A. C. Ireland.
sleep
Bobbs
Nolibs
in
Well,
lives
see,
one
you
it is hardly necessary that any
a suouroan town wnore tnev have a
Stations
She Wouldn't Scold
should tell you that you need a few
-- .3
volunteer lire department. Baltimore
"Charley
dear," said young Mrs.
doses of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
.5 a American.
Torkins, "I'm not going to scold you a
to allay the irritation of the throat and
MS
Poisonous
toadstools
make sleep possible. It is good. Try it.
resembling bit about the money you lost on the
musnrooms
nave
caused
frequent election."
53 40.771
121
For sale by A. C. Ireland.
Boston
deaths
this
Be
sure to use only
"That's very good of you."
year.
37.72
156
Buffalo
the
Observe
same
care
the
genuine.
44.27
135
New York
"No; it's a relief to think that you
Prospect and Legacy.
42. U4
188 when you ask for DeWltt's Witch Ha
had a good time with it instead of my
Philadelphia..
"The widow Swiftleigh says that she
zel
25.85
125
Salve. There are poisonous counChicago
It, as I might have done, on a
100 cerreits.
30.21
Kansas City.. .
will give all her future to her new husuewitfs is the only original wasting
new dress or the grocery bill or some
40.17
115 Witch
St. Louis
Hazel
Salve.
band."
is
a
and
safe
It
43 89
121
Cincinnati
thing like that." Washington Star.
"Reckon she will leave her past with
46.03
106 certain cure for piles and all skin dis
Memphis
89 eases. Ireland s Pharmacy.
5.37
Denver
her many old flames."
DOES IT PAT TO BUT CHEAP?
20.40
120
Santa Fe
51
12. 41
A cheap remedy for coughs and colds
El Paso
Concerning Women.
When you have no appetite, do not
The sweet notes of the song rose from is all right, but you want something
relish your food and feel dull after eatused before
Note The minus sign
the girl's room on the floor below.
that will relieve and cure the more seing, you may know that you need a dose
figures above indicates below zero.
"I'm saddest when I sing," were the vere and dangerous results of throat
of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
and ltino. tpniihlaa TXfJiof ahull vmi Ant
This table shows that in the year 1897 words.
Tablets. .Trice, 25 cents Samples" free
growlnd the cynic Go to a warmer and more r
lai. clll
at A. C. Ir land's drug store.
only El Paso had more sunshine than on,"0Si W.Tn
"becouse they can't
If not possible
mate?
if
Tes,
Santa Fe, but that Texas city has much sing and talkabove,
possible;
at the same time." Detroit
Coerced.
for you, then in either case take the onhotter summers and almost as great Free Press.
Widower Wells You aro the first girl
an extreme of cold, with an excessive
ly remedy that has been introduced in
that I ever loved.
When you want a rleasant physic try all civilized countries with success in
amount of wind in the winter.
late
the
Budd
What
Bertie
about
The government records do not show the new remedy, Chamberlain's Stom- severe throat and lng troubles, "Bosch-ee'- s
Mrs. Wells?
ach and Liver Tablets. They are easy
German Syrup." It not only heals
that
any place in the United States
loved
me."
and
a
was
widow
she
"Oh,
and stimulates the tissues to destroy
Santa Fe in sun.ihine, year in and to take and pleasant In effect. Price,
Samples free at Ireland's drug the germ disease, but allays Inflam
DeWltt's Little Early Risers are
year out, the average number of hours cents.
prompt, palatable, pleasant, powerful,
of sunshine daily in a period of five store.
mation, causes easy expectoration,
purifying little pills.. Ireland's Phar'Evils of Civilization.
elves a good night's rest, and sures the
years being seven hours and forty-fiv- e
macy.
"This tropical explorer who is writing patient. Try one bottle. Recommended
minutes, which is just about right for
Love's Labor.
for Scribbler's Magazine says parrots are many years by all druggists in the
variety, comfort and health. '
"When Brewester proposed to his wife
' A favorable
in comparison with very delicious eating. I thought they world. For sale by Ireland's Pharm
point
he had it all written out and committed."
the east is that the most sunshine here were very tougn.
"But he rofers to wild parrots. It's acy.
"It seems to have worked."
is in the fall and winter, November associa?ion
"Worked? I guess yes; it has work
with men that makes most
leading, while in the east the sun is parrots tough." PhilaJolplifa Press.
ed him ever since."
more in evidence in the summer months,
The emergei'cy bags sent by a church
The progressive nations of the world
when it Is sometimes neither wanted
FOR SALE
society to Kansas Boldiers in the Philare the greaffood consuming nations.
nor needed.
ippines contained among the necessities
Good food well digested gives strength.
a box of DeWltt's Witch Hazel Salve,
Ah Ideal Sheep or
If you cannot digest all you eat, you
For sprains, swellings and lameness need
the well known cure for piles, injuries
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. It digests
and skin diseases. The ladies took care
is nothing so good as Chamber
there
wnat you eat. you need not diet your
Goat Ranch.
to obtain the original DeWltt's Witch
lain's Pain Balm. Try it. For sale by self. It contains all of the digestants
Hazel Salve, knowing that all the coun
combined
with
best
known
the
tonics
A.
C. Ireland.
terfeits are worthless. Ireland's Pharand reconstructives. It will even digest
macy.
all classes of foods in a bottle. No othThis ranch is located about 35
Backward.
Not
er
USING
BY
CAN
preparation will do this. It instantly
miles north of Santa Fe, and a
CURED
BE
DYSPEPSIA
Mrs. Dugan Ol'm not a woman thot relieves and quickly cures all stomach
!
few miles east of the Denver &
ACKER'S ;
troubles. Ireland's Pharmacy.
hangs back, Mrs. O'Toole.
Rio Grande railroad. It is in all
TemMean
Tablet
One
Tablets.
little
Mrs. O'Toole Faith, Oi know that.
Dyspepsia
"Hattie, if you ever get through buy
respects equal to the famous PeI
perature,
will give immediate relief or money reYe're, been hangln' ye're wash in th' ing your winter clothing I'd like to get
cos forest reserve. A creek of
i
for
frrnt strate
th' lasht folve years.
funded. Sold In handsome tin boxes at
ahead enough to buy a new overcoat.
pure mountain water runs through
m. 8 p. m.
News.
Chicago
"All right, Henry; you can have the
it and the water never fails. The
25cfs.
land is covered with the finest
last week In February. 1 will want to
For sale at Fischer's drug store.
SI SICK HEADACHE ABSOLUTELY AND PERMA- - visit mother then before starting in on
grasses and other forage plants
3
3
5
Do
j
There.
suitable for sheep, and especially
Might
8 1 S3 a nently cured by using Mokl Tea. A my spring shopping."
1
1
for goats. It has plenty of shelt"Maude thinks of app'ylng for a posipleasant herb drink. Cures constipation EXPERIENCE IS THE BEST TEACHER. USE
03
to
er and contains much timber
tion as soprano in a church choir."
makes you eat, sleep, Acker's
and
indigestion,
case
in
of
which affords shade. The title
H8
English Remedy
any
60
62
79
56
"Well, there's a church for the deaf Boston
work and happy. Satisfaction guaran63
69
71
54
56
to the property is perfect. The
coughs, colds or croup. Should it fall
up on Seventh street." Philadelphia Buffalo
63
57
72
58
56
25 cts. and 60 cts.
or
back.
teed
Chicago
money
to give immediate relief, money refundacreage is about 10,000 acres, but
Evening Bulletin.
60
69
70
56
60
Cincinnati
For sale at Fischer's drug store.
the range that is controlled by the
51
48
67
57
54
Denver
ed. 25 cts. and 50 cts.
6:!
77
53
51
57
water thereon is very great. For
Large sun spots, astronomers say, Ilea Violuet
store.
sale
For
at
Fischer's
78
61
66
58
53
drug
caused the extreme heat this summer, Detroit
Dining Out.
further information apply to Max.
78
74
81
76
74
and doctors declare nearly all the pros- Galveston.....
Dasher (In the Sweller cafe) Where
78
58
61
65 67
Frost, Santa Fe, N. M.
Sarcasm.
City. ......
trations were induced by disorders of Banana
66
66
77 66
61
is the owner of this place?
..The Boston little boy was very, very
the stomach. Good health follows good Memphis
79
New Orleans............ 74 71 79 72
uasmer uone over to lieanman s
80
61
65
60
58
digestion. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure di- New York
angry.
lunch counter to get his dinner.
61
72
64
68
59
gests what you eat. If you have IndiPhiladelphia
he cried, seizing his
"Emerson,"
77
61
58
70
63
reSt. Louis.....
eat here?
t
did
he
.Dasher
Why
gestion or dyspepsia it will quickly
84
companion by the hair. "I've a wind to LET YOUR
56
60
54
56
Kranclsoo
lieve and permanetly cure you. Ire- San
was
he
Cashier
He
said
hungry.
52
56
52
47
66
Fe
an Inch of your life.''
Santa
civilize
within
you
land's Pharmacy.
78
64 60 68 63
Washington
In this community, observe, NEXT TRIP BE
Everybody
used
have
Chamberlain's
"I
Colic, is an intense
Beyond Kim.
unjlngo, and never loses an SOUTHWARD! Via the
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy and find
to be sarcastic at tbe exShe Are those Russian names really
opportunity
SANTA FE SUMMER, s,.
it to be a great medicine," says Mr. E. pense of our Racial Destiny.
as twisted as they look?
Were Santa Fe located in
of St.
It Is all very amusing, Is it not?
He They are, indeed. Some of them Louis or Chicago, with its sight ele- S. Phlpps, of Foteau, Ark. "It cured
me of bloody flux. I cannot speak too Detroit Journal.
are so hopelesly involved that even a vation, residents of such present
place would
of it." This remedy always wins
railroad biakeman could not mispro- behold
a city more than a mile and a highly
QUESTION ANSWERED,
nounce them. Indianapolis Press.
the good opinion, if not praise, of those
THEiavlng of 12.00 on each tl abet
juarter skyward, above the hot, mala who use It. The quick cures which it yes, August Flower still has the largTou can spell it cough, coff, caugh, rial, moisture-soake- a
earth, in a purer effects even in the most severe cases est sale of any medicine In the civilized
up service.
kauf, kaff, kough, or kaugh, but the on- atmosphere, which all would seek. make It a favorite everywhere. For sale world. Tour mothers' and grandNew Tork and Buaton.
mothers' never thought of using anyly harmless remedy that quickly cures Should they behold the city where she by A. C. Ireland.'
it is One Minute Cough Cure, Ireland's is they would find a still cooler and
thing else for indigestion or biliousness.
aik your Ticket Aceut,
Doctors were scarce, and they seldom
Game Grounds
purer atmosphere, where there is little
Pharmacy.
"CAarp
I
X
nervous
heard
of
meant where the Wsbath run
moisture, a porous soil to drain away
appendicitis,
prostra
"Why didn't you come to school yes
His
the rain that comes, and a precipitous terday, Rllly?"
tion or heart failure, etc. They used
there free Chair Can? Tea.ilr!
"I can trace my descent for eight descent for escape of the snow-fe- d
look my dog and went huntin'."
August Flower to clean out the system
generations," he proudly exclaimed
"Catch
streams
and
In
and
of
fermentation
of
gorges
stop
anything?"
the
indigested
sight
Niagara Fails at same price.
olty.
"My! My! My!" she exclaimed. "Now,
"A plenty.
The records show that no other olty
food, regulate the action of the liver,
'
I had always supposed you must have
"Where?'
thortet and belt to St. Louis.
flHmulnta tha norvmia anil n.nn(A ac
descended much more rapidly thin that." in the same latitude possesses so cool a
"At home."
summer temperature as Santa Fe,
tion of the system, and that is all they
Chicago times-Heralwhere the average is 67 degrees and the
To remove a troublesome corn or bun took when feeling dull and bad with P. P. HITCHCOCK,
'
TO CURB A COLD IN ONE DAY,
ion;- - First soak the corn or bunion in headaches and other aches.
GENERAL AGT., PASS. DEPT.,
change between night and day temperTou only
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. ature too slight to be detrimental to warm water to soften it, then pare it need a few doses of Green's August
All druggists refund the money if it health. Thanks to elevation, to wooded down as closely as possible without Flower, in liquid form, to make you satifails to cure. E. W. Grove's signature mountains far southward, and shelter drawing blood and apply. Chamberlain'
sfied there is nothing serious the mat
is on each box, 25 cents.
from
winds of Arizona that are Pain Balm twice daily; rubbing vigor- ter with you. For sale by Ireland's
warded off by the rising series of moun- ously for five minutes at each applica Pharmacy.
His Tale of Woe.
"What makes you look so unhappv, tain ranges between Santa Fe and the tion. A corn plaster should be worn for
Distance Might Enchant.
sandy, lower levels of desert, this city a few days to protect it from the shoe.
little boy?"
"My eyes are no longer like stars to
Small Boy (sobbing) Nobody never is the coolest south of the upper lake As a general liniment for sprains,
calls me good unlesss I am- doln' some-thi- region. It is far cooler than Denver, has bruise
Santa Fe Route, by its can
lameness and rheumatism. you, I suppose?" she exclaimed during a
I don't like to do.
thermometer readings about as low as Pain Balm is unequaled. For tale by neatea. conversation with her presumed
Joaquin Valley Extension, The
ana
master.
lord
San Diego, and is free from the humid A. C. Ireland.
only line with track and trains
When you feel that life is hardly
"Well, suppose you go away about a
heat of the coast.
under one management, all tne
hundred
a
million
I'll
and
take
worth the candle take a dose of Chammiles,
An Experienced Trainer.
THE WINTER SEASON.
way from Chicago to the Golden
look at them and decide," suggested the
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets.
Miss
love
How
Lornhart
the
makes
One who has not seen tht lay of the
Gate,
cfuel, unfeeling man. Baltimore Amer
world
round.
They will cleanse your stomach, tone up land
go
might think that an elevated place
Mountain passes, extinct volca,
Miss Birdie Budd It has also made ican.
your liver and regulate your bowels, having so delightful a summer climate
noes, petrified forests, prehistornak'.ng you. feel like a new man,' For would have a severe winter. Tet this la the veteran Miss Spinster go 'round
ic ruins, Indian pueblos, Tosem-it- e,
among all the young men who have
w?q Sy A. C. Ireland.
not true. The winter temperature Is not served an
Grand Canyon of Arliora,
apprenticeship at courtship.
Dull Headache, Pains in various part I
so low as In the lower Ohio valley, and
A Brilliant Suooeaa.
en route.
"For
three
I
and
suffered
of
nights
days
is
free
the
from
of
the
A. How did your automobile Journey
body, Sinking at the pit
moisture, there being less
Same high-graservice ttat
of cloudy 'weather In winter than In agony untold from an attack of cholera stomach, Loss of appetite, Feverish- turn out? '
has made the Santa Fe the famorbus
on
cucumB. Beautifully!
brought
by eating
ness, Pimples or Sores are alt positive
Althouge I ran over summer. To the north, the great moun
vorite route to Southern
two pedestrians and three bicycles and tains of Colorado receive the
bers," says M. E. Lowther, clerk
evidences of impure blood. No matter
knocked two magons Into a ditch, my snowfall, and break the force ofgreatest
district court, Centervllle, Iowa.. "I how it became so, it must be purified
northFast schedule; ' Pullman and
mothr was not at all Injured and I ar- ern winds; other mountains closer stand thought I should surely die, and tried a In order to obtain
Tourist sleepers daily; Free regood health. Acker's
rived just on time.
guard to shelter the Santa Fe valley, dozen different medicines, but all to no Blood Elixir has never failed to cure
clining chair cars; Harvey
STOPS THK COUGH
which lies at their feet. To the east a purpose. I sent for a bottle of Cham- Scrofulous or Syphilitio poisons or any
meals throughout.
AND WOHKS OFF THK COLD.
range keeps out the cold northers as berlain' Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea other blood diseases. It Is certainly al
General Passenger Office
e
Laxative
Tablets cure a. they rush southward to Texas. West- - Remedy and three doses relieved me enwonderful remedy, and we sell every I
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa
cold In one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price ward also, nature
Interposed bar- - tirely." This remedy Is for sale by A. bottle on a positive guarantee.
Fe Railway,
j lien to shield New Mexico
25 cents.
Ireland.
from gales, I
For sale at Fischer's drug store.
Topeka, Kan.Come-Dow-

ON

PACIFIC, DENVER AND GULF ROADS.

recon-struotini- f

-

TOPEKA

UJVDER
Sick Ileadache.Gastraleia.CramDS and
an otuur results or imperfect digestion
In tracts 20 acres and UDward. with
Price 50c. mid $1. Lari?e size contains ZH times terms of 20 annual
payments with 7 per cent interest.
luiuu bizu. isuoit au anoutuyspepsiamaueu tree kinds
grow to perfection.
by E. C. De WITT 4 CO. Chicago.
xreiana s rnarmacy.

WILL BRIGHTEN

WOMAN'S
LIFE

strengthening and
the exhausted dieestlve or

is the latest discovereddieestguns.
ant and tonic. No other preparation
can approach It in efficiency. It in
stantly relieves and permanently cures
Dyspepsia, indigestion, Heartburn,
11
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Street, Denver, Colo.
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standard Pullman sleepers in both

directions between Albuquerque and Deining.
LINE.
No. 1 carries through Pullman and Tourist sleepers between
Chicago.
Los Angeles and San Francisco; Dining cars, Chicago to Kansas
City ai d
Bakerslield to Stockton; Free Chair cars Chicago to California.
No. 17 carries freo chair car Kansas City to El Paso and Pullman sleeper Kansas City to City of Mexico
No. 33 carries through sleeper City of Mexico to Kansas City, 00 No 3
from La Junta, free chair car El Paso to La Junta.
No. 3 carries Pullman and tourist sleepers-LoAngoles and San Francisco to Chicago, also free chair car and Pullman sleeper
through to Don-vo- r,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo via La Junta.
For time tables, information and literature pertaining to tho Santa Fe
route, tail on or address,
II. S. Lutz, Agont
W. G. Black, O.P. A., Topeka, Kas.
Santa Fe, N.
CHICAGO-CALFORN1-

A

p
p
p
p

H. B. CARTWRI6HT & BR(X

Groceries,
Feed and
Crockery.

4i

No.

BAKERY.
SOUTH SIDE
OF PLAZA.

New Raisins. Dried Fruits, Citron, and Spices for TnanKsgiving.
HOME PRODUCTS.

CEREALS.

CEREALS.

We have received our first car of Las
6 lb. sack oat flakes
canned goods.
Cruces
PACK OF 1900.
25 lb. sack oat flakes
tomatoes
15c.
3 lb. can
Grape nuts, per package
20c.
3 lb. can
peaches
3 packages Yuco, Farinose, or
lb. can peeled green chile
'.15c
ded wheat buiscuit
"
"
1 lb. can
25c- -

25c.

hand-pack-

85c.

hand-pack-

15c.

hand-pack-

VEHQ

BEAUTY

SMOKING TOBACCO.
2
1
1

SWEETEST

BHCOH.

BREAKFAST

50c

AND BEST.

rJAY, GtyUJI, FEED,

We have the assortment and the prices.
oz. package Cameo, long cut
5c.
10c.
oz. package Yale Mixture
oz. package Marburg's Pickings. . . 10c.
oz. package Oriental Mixture
25c.
two oz. packages Bull Durham
15c.

FLOUR

.

3
2

shred-

kp

POTAOES

In Car Lots A Specialty.

ORDER YOUR THANKSGIVING

0J0 CALIENTE
(hot spuiiras.)
These Celebrated Hot Springs are located in the midst of the Ancient Cliff
miles west of
Dwellers, twenty-fiv- e
Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa Fe,
and about twelve miles from Barranca
Station, on the Denver & Rio Grande
Railway, from which point a daily line
of stages run to the Springs. The temperature of these waters Is from 90 to
122 degrees. The gases are carbonic. Al
titude, 6,000 feet. Climate very dry and
delightful the year round. There is now
a commodious hotel for the convenience
of invalids and tourists. These waters
contain. 1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts
to the gallon, being the richest alkaline
Hot Springs in the world. The efficacy
oZ these waters has been thoroughly
tested by the miraculous cures attested
to in the following diseases: Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
Malaria, Bright's Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Female Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
Lodging and Bathing, $2.60 per day; $14
per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe
train upon request. This resort is at
tractive at all seasons, and is open all
winter. Passengers for OJo Caliente can
leave Santa Fe at 10:08 a. m. and reach
Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m. the same day.
Fare for the round trip from Santa Fe
to Ojo Caliente, $7. For further particulars, address

Caliente, Taos Co..

J. E. LACOME,

Bon-To-

HEALTH

M-

-

and
Jewelry Mfg. Co.

New Mexico.

BRAND NEW. WELL SELECTED STOCK.

CHAS. WAGNER
FURNITURE CO.

SILVER FILIGREE

N.

LEO

MONDRAGON, Mgr

Palace Ave., Griffin Bldg ., near Plaza

fifty-tw-

W. H.

r. WOODWARD,

SDeclal attention paid to the deter
mination of unknown minerals and
chemical analysis of same. Correct re

J. II.

MuMAKIGAL, Practical Kmlialmer.

ifiasswf ire, uueensware. Haviiana cnina
TELEPHONE 112.
OLD STAND LOWER FRISCO ST.

THE DUDROW.

JACOB WELTMER,

mm

PALACE HOTEL

SCHOOL BOOKS,
SCHOOL SUPPLIES,
STATIONERY SUNDRIES,

Undertaking and Embalming.

ETC

Book not in stock ordered at easters)
rtoelY4 fw
prices, and subscription

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.
Renovated and Refurnished Throughout
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Men
NEW MEXICO

SANTA FE

W.

Dudrow,

COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
AND 6ENERAL TRANSFER.
klndi of rough and finished lumber; Texas floor
Ing at lowest nwket price; windows and doors

All

eOnly Ort

IQrid't Cnrtfcy

Ut

CHy.

Gold's General Store,
And
DEALER

m

SOLD,

Prop.

Established 1859.

Bowl and Arrow.
Drumi.
War Clubi and Rattle.
Buokakln Beaded Good.
Mexican Coin Jewelry.
Mexican Opala and Turquol.
Mexican Blanket.
Mexican Feather Card.
Mexican Cigar.
Mexican Chocolate.
Tom-to-

m

Santa Fe

IN

. .

Indian

m

rnexican Curios.
e
u .
5

Chlmayo Indian Blanket.
Taqul Indian Blankets.
Moqut Indian Blanket.
Apache Indian Basket.
Taqul Indian Basket.
Pueblo Indian Basket.
Acomo Pottery.
Aitee Idol and Curio.
Bant a Clara Pottery.
Navajo Indian Blanket.

New Mexico.

The Chas. Wagner Furniture
Company
' Has received the largest stock of
modern furniture ever seen in
not mere talk
Santa Fe. This
but actual fact as a visit to the
store will convince you. Having
bought direct from the manufacturers and in carlod lots we can
sell at Denver prices, guaranteed,
and value for value will undersell
any competitor in New Mexico.
Give us a call.

that

'

your

that

the city.

STOVES AJID RAjIGES,--

CARPETS

n

Telephone

AJVD

RUGS.

Catron Block. Santa Fe,

d

DIAMONDS,

WATCHES,
JEWELRY.

The El Paso 4 Northeastern
...

FDRIIITDBE GO.

TAYLOR

PERIODICALS,

THE

Charles

Only ExciusiveGrain House in Gny.

suits guaranteed.

BOOKS &

GRAIN, POTATOES,

SALT and SEEDS.

Shelby St., 0pp. Exchange Hotel, Santa Fe.

Funeral Director.

MM . . .
FLOUR, HAY,

1ST.

Embalmer and

f

PERSONAL

Santa Fe Filigree

POOL AND BILLIARD TABLES.

n.

PLEASURE

Proprietor.

WIJIES, LIQUORS AUD CIGARS.

Santa Fe

N

MILLINERY

TOPICS.

Proprietor.
Ojo

OF DEATH.

Mr-Fl-

Hnionio Joseph,

THE OXFORD CLUB.

ANGEL

Miss A. Mugler.

POULTRY NOW.

HtgSole Agent for Silver King Whisky.

where she is staying for her health. Tho
For Rent. Furnished rooms suitable
party went to Tesuque yesterday. This for housekeeping,
Inquire of Mrs.
forenoon all except Miss Heath loft Hogle, South Side.
A Death again for their homes in Indiana. Miss
Thd Funeral of W. A. McKenzie
I have some nice furnished rooms,
Heath returned to Albuquerque this
at the Loretto Academy.
Fancy goods, Latest
Mrs. C. R! Heath and Dr. will rent at reasonable rates at mv home
afternoon.
The funeral of W. A. McKenzie has and Mrs. McEwen will be In Santa Fe on Cerrlllos street. Diego Gonzales.
in everything in the
been announced for ten o'clock tomorin about two weeks.
row forenoon from his iate home on again
Books containing 100 sheep dipping
Millinery line.
Palace avenue. Services will be held at
certificates in Spanish for sale at the
DISTRICT CODRT.
the church of the Holy Faith, and InNew Mexican Printing company's ofcemeterment will be made in Fairview
fice at $1.00 per book.
be
will
tery. The honorary pall bearers
Parti
the
on
he
Eeferee
Filed
the
Southeast Corner Plaza.
VV.
Beport
G.
Col.
WANTED.
Judge A. L. Morrison and
tion Suit of the Santa Sahara Grant.
Knaebel. The acting pall bearers will
to work in
intelligent
Bright,
girl
be Maj. R. J. Falen, Judge N. B. Laugh-lln- ,
.Tnricrn
will take on the tax cases bindery, must talk English and underFine Belgian Hares.
Graut Rlvenburg, Jacob Weltmer, against various delinquent tax payers stand
At Stud: "Banbury Boy." Score 03 M
running sewing machine. Apply
G. W. Dav and J. T. Newhall:
tomorrow forenoon at 10 o'clock.
at New Mexican office.
by Judge P. E. Crabtree, Denver Fee,
TTnn.
Amo.Hn
82.50. Fine young stock will soon be
rhuvna. refarHA. this
Ranch For Bale.
ready for sale. Toulouse Geest, MamAtilanita Ortiz de Duran of this city, afternoon filed his report in the matter
died on Saturday while visiting friends 01 tne suit 01 isepomuceno maninez ei
About 180 acres at Los Luceros, un moth Pekin Ducks. Eggs from fine B.
at Galisteo. The remains were brought al. for the partition of the Santa Barbara der ditch with plenty of water, two P. Rocks, 81.00 per 13. - Wm. Strover,
O. Box 5.
In Tons nnnntv.
to this city and Interment was made this orn.nt. nf an nnn
tf.
story house, out houses corral and P.
forenoon in Rosarlo cemetery. Mrs. The number of claimants entitled to stables, 3,000 fruit trees In orchard etc.
"FRESH
FISH."
Duran is survived by her husband and part of the grant is very .large.
A bargain, also a business house on San And all kinds
of game in season at the
several children.
Francisco St. Apply at this office.
Mrs. Duran was aged 57 years and was
MINOR CITY
a woman highly respected for her many
excellent qualities. She leaves five sinEd. Poehlmann, Buck- Bon Ton:
gle and two married children. Mass man's.
At the Famous
was celebrated this forenoon at tne
mail from the east did not come
cathedral by Vicar Geneneral Anthony in The
until
last
aftei
midnight.
night
Fourcheeu. Charles Wagner was the
AYWOOD
Fisher & Klnsell, the liverym n, lost a
I(0T SPRINGS,
funeral director.
fine gray horse last night through colic.
For. The Winter Months.
The cavalary troop had an excellent
Miss Nellie Connor died yesterday at
practice yesterday north of the
the Loretto Academy of tonsilitis after target
federal building.
HUDSON, NEW MEXICO.
an illness of only a few days. Her mothIt looked this morning as jf the
er arrived this afternoon from Yuma,
Arizona. The romaines will be shipped weather clerk was preparing for a snow
,v.
rain storm by Thanksgiving.
; Down near the line of Old Mexico. Down along the southern slope of
to Yuma, Arizona, in a metallic lined or
'
A TaTiir with a knife and cane outfit
. the great Black Range.
Near where the Stars and stripes give way to the
casket by Undertaker Charles Wagner.
has opened up in a store room on the
Mexican flag. Down there away from snow, where the sun shines warm,
street.
San
Francisco
north side of lower
where the air is pure as crystal, so that you may look far beyond the stars.
Undertaker Charles Wagner yesterday
The awards for the penitentiary supsent a casket to Canoncito for the reOnce there, with an altitude of five thousand feet above sea level, you
not
all
been
have
tabulated,
yet
plies
mains of Luciano Garcia, who was killed As soon as
will fairly shout with delight. There you seem to be lifted above the worry
will be
are
they
they
while cutting ties en the Pecos reserve.
of cares. A light heart and a clear head make you a new person.
A big tree fell on him on Saturday and
The Faywood Hot Springs and Ranch Company has bought the famous
crushed out life instantly. A wife and
The trains from the east being late the
seven children survive him. The fu branch train of the Santa Fe railroad
Hudson Hot Springs famous long before Christ trod, unharmed the waters
neral took place today.
did not leave for La my until 5:00 o'clock
of Galilee. Here at the brink of nature's greatest healing fountain, has been
this afternoon.
built a commodious palace. Here hot water from the earth's own laboratory
Col. J..L. Morris, ThornMENTION. ton:Exchanges
gushes ; water registering 142 degrees. Magnificent" bath houses have been
CP. James Bland; R. E. Moore,
erected. Fine rooms with verandas, heated in winter with hot water will
Cleveland, T. L. Harris, Denver: James
E. L. Hamblin, a business man at Las J. Coleman, Kansas City.
welcome you. .Obliging attendants, who will make your wants their joy, will
Vfgas, was a visitor in the city today.
receive and care for you. Horses and hounds for the chase are at your comCompany F of the Second Regiment of
Land Commissioner A. A. Keen came Infantry of the National Guard of New
mand Maybe you are not well, not very strong. But you soon will be ; you
in last evening on the belated Santa Fe Mexico, will hold a ball in Gray's opera
can't help it. The water and sunshine soon arrange all that. If your kidneys
house on Thanksgiving evening.
train from a visit to Las Vegas.
trouble or your stomach has been ailing, a very few days at the wonderful
J. W. Cooper, of Rowe, who owns a
The city authorities have made prepaand
spring will rectify that. Perhaps you have a case of rheumatism that the
a
to
enforce
rations
strict
saw mill oin the Pecos, is a visitor in the
quarantine
to use the utmost care In stamping out
doctor has failed to drive out of your system. If so, you will praise the day
city.
landed at THE FAYWOOD. Your cure is absolutely certain if you will put
any contagious disease, should such
Richard Dunn, of Gascon, accompanyou
make Its appearance during the winter.
' yourself in the hands of the
ied by his daughter, Miss Bessie M.,
manager for treatment. This we say to you upon
In the probate clerk's office today was
came in from the north on Saturday.
honor. Maybe you are run down, tired out ; come down here, tone up, and
and
Garcia
a
deed
Patricio
by
M1ss Dunn has entered the Loretto ac- recorded
ride the ranges.
Eleanor Chavez de Garcia to Antonio
'
ademy as a pupil.
If you want any especial information, write to the manager and he will
Jose Garcia and Consicion Garcia de
E. Hart, of Gallup, was a visitor In the Garcia of a parcel of land at Cow Springs.
furnish it. The day rates at The Faywood are $2.50 and upward. Special
city yesterday. He has been elected a Consideration $5.
rates made to a party or family
By writing you can also secure special
of McKinley ' A letter received today from M. W.
county commissioner
rates,
monthly
from
will
here
be
county, a position for which he has ex- McGrath states that he
T. C. McDERMOTT, Manager,
Colcrado Springs In five or six days with
cellent qualifications.
data for
Addison Walker is confined to his a party of engineers to procure
the various enterprises in this vicinity
Hudson, New Mexico.
home with illness.
which he is projecting.
B. F. Rogers, of Washington, D. C, is
Eleven herds of sheep passed west of
a visitor in the city.
Santa Fe this morning in search of betHon. T. D. Burns went to Las Vegas ter
range. They came from west of the
this forenoon on a business trip.
Rio Grande, where the range, on acEdward Stevens returned on Saturday count of the drouth, will not support the
from a successful hunting trip to the herds. It is feared that sheep owners
Pecos.
will be heavy losers this winter.
Governor Otero paid Las Vegas a short
The water company has cut a
visit yesterday and returned on the be-- .
foot flag pole for the kindergarten,
lated train last evening.
and It will be erected by Wednesday in
time for the Thanksgiving exercises.
Captain John J. Lamborn and son, W. H.
Slaughter will shave the pole, or
WHOLESALE
Guy L. Lamborn, returned yesterdav
rather will have it shaved, ana w. a.
frotn a trip to Las vegas.
it.
Goebel will paint
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Warner returned
and
Santa Fe milliners wishing the latest
last evening from Denver, where they
be
at
should
Paris
in
millinery,
styles
bad been the past lew weeks.
RETAIL
on xuesaay
Hon. C. F. Easley returned Saturday the "Old Maid s convention,
DEALER IN
evening from a trip to Watrous, whither night.
he had gone on some land business.
Letter List.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Eldodt and son
List of letters remaining uncalled for
returned home to CLamita this forenoon in the postofflce at Santa Fe, N. M., fcr
after spending several days in the cap the week ending jnov. 84, isjuu. n nut
ital.
called for within two weeks, will be sent
Mrs. Squire Hart and daughter left to the dead letter office at Washington.
Annalla. Miguel
for their borne at xaos tins forenoon Agurres, Abelino
Briton, Bioeutita
Barbero, Miguel
after spending several days with friends Duran.
Habran
Alvora
Garcia,
in this city.
Gaitaguar Niuafa Ro- Candido
de
Herrera,
meru,
Mrs. McDonald and son, of Peoria
Mora, Martin
McManegal, 3 H
III., arrived last evening and will spend Mora Mai tin. Francisco Mora Martii , Klojio
Madril Teoflla
the winter at the sanitarium for the Martin, Aurelia
Neel. H A
Madril, Teofila
sake of Mrs. McDonald's health.
Bonifacio
Rael, Bartolo
Ortiz,
Sillas Mariano
W. U. Tripp, Esq., of Denver, was the Rl rdon, Helen
In calling please say advertised and
guest of Judge JN. a. Laughlln yesterday.
He returned home this forenoon. He give tho date.
Successors to S. B. Warner & Co.
had come here on legal business.
Simon Nusbaxim,
Postmaster.
Mrs. Henry Wilcox and Mrs. F. W,
Baxter, who have been visiting M.V. B
Come to the court house on Tuesday
Wilcox at Tesuque, have returned to the
coscity and will leave tor Denver tomorrow. night and see the beautiful Parisian
A Complete Line of Household Goods Carried.
J. S. Hortonof Albuquerque, connect tumes.
ed with the foundry and machine shops
O. B. Weather Bureau Note.
A Line of Goods
will please you.
in that city, is In the capital today look'
Forecast for New Mexico: Fair to We solicit
At
will please you.
the
some
iron
for
patronage.
peniten-tlarywork
after
prices
ing
night and Tuesday.
.
The Finest line of Picture Mouldings in
Mnf nrHav t.hn tbarmnmnter
registered
E. P. Crlchton and E. S: Andrews re- as follows: Maximum
temperature, 40 Picture Framing a specialty.
turned on Saturday from a gunning ex- - degrees, at 3:00 p. m.; minimum, S9 de
a
rat
laid
buck
and
low
peaition. They
at 7:ds a. in. xne mean uauy
considerable small game. They were as grees,
31 per cent. .
far as the uio Medio in tne northern humidity,
v
Vnst.nrriftv the thermometer registered
of
the
county.
part
as follows: Maximum temperature, 46
Colonel R. E. Twitchell, assistant
at 3:55 p. m.; minimum, 23 desolicitor of the Santa Fe "railway, is over degrees,at 7:15 a. m. The mean tempera
from Las Vegas on legal business. It Is grees,
ture for the 24 nours was
aegrees,
very likely that the tax cases in which mean daily humidity, 38 per cent;
105.
he is attorney for the defendants will
IN. M.
at 6:00 a. m. today, 30.
come up this afternoon or tomorrow be Temperature
fore Judge McFle.
FOR SALE One finely-breyoung
Colonel J. Frank Chaves left today for Jersev cow: lame milker; lust fresh.
rrnrvs
nPTirii. nnnns jbwm pv lmvn tip
bis ranch home at rrogreso, Valencia Onderdonk Live Stock Co., Lamy, N. M.
VHVVUW) VillVOil VVVVW) lUUUUill MVIUUAIUU
to
to
does
not
and
return
expect
county,
New England man, single, age 29,
SIMLlHti SILVER TABLE AMD TOILET WIRE.
Santa Fe until the first week in January
to attend a meeting of the board of wants employment in New Mexico. Has
busigrocery
COT GLASS AND FINE CHINA.
penitentiary commissioners of which had experience in retailsalesman.
Best
ness 'and as traveling
body he is secretary.
Address J. C.
Hon J. G. Johnson, executive chair of references, etc.
MEXICAN CARVED LEATHER GOODS card'ea"man of the National Democratic Com- Worthen, East Lexington, Mass.
to
his
YOU
on
THE
WILL
FIND
HAVE
MOST
WE
COMPLETE
LINE
IN
THE SOUTHWEST.
California, stopmittee,
way
Letter heads, note heads, envelopes,
ped off yesterday to visit his old friends
He was ac- bill heads, statements etc, In beat pos
Mr. and Mrs. Rlvenburg.
companied by his wife, daughter and aible style and at lowest possible prices
younger son. They came direct from at the New Mexican printing office,
their homo at Peabody, Kas.
work
Call, see samples of first-claDr. G. W. Harrison, a highly respected and leave your order. ..
citizen of Albuquerque, who was elected
member of the council from the counties
The territorial supreme court meets
of Bernalillo and McKinley at the last 011 the third Monday In January In this
election by a very handsome majority, city. Lawyers are reminded that the
is In the capital today looking over the New Mexican
Printing company has
political field and greeting friends, of the best facilities in the territory to
whom he has many Here.
out br.if and record work neatly, Alt Good Engraved Free of
Everything Just a Represented
Charge.
Hon. Frank A. Hubbell, chairman of turn
lowest po
the Republican territorial committee correctly, Quickly, and at
here
work
stble
your
ntft.i'c. Bring
SOUTH SIDE.
and superintendent 01 scnoois 01 uerna
at the ind satisfaction Is guaranteed.
llllo county, who was
OF PLAZA
...
last election and naturally feels proud
court
Convention"
at
Maid's
the
"Old
at the endorsement, arrived irom aidu
querque yesterday evening and has been house on Tuesday night, November 87,
50 cents; children 35 cents. Tick
Adults
field
HubMr.
scanning the political
bell is well satisfied with the political ets on sale at Ireland s.
situation and the result of the recent SALESMEN wanted to sell our
goods
elections.
to wholesale and retail trade.
Hon. Thomas Hughes, editor of the by sample
Citizen and member elect of the council We are the largest and only manufac
from Bernalillo county, Is visiting the turers In our line In the world. Liberal
CAN-DEMfg.
city todav. Mr. Hughes feels good over salary paid. Address,
the recent election ana sees a run am Co., Savannah, Qa.
ner pall ahead for the four, years to
come, especially snouia tne Aiouquorque VOL.
IN. M.
contingent get all Mr. Hughes thinks It
Delegaalso
He
have.
to
Mexico Reportr
that
New
IX
of
Volume
says
ought
te-elect
Rodey and District Attorney can now be supplied by The Nuw MexiFinical are drawing reform bills which can Printing Company. Delivered at
OP- he will introduce and push through the
publisher' price of SIM.
assembly.
C. R. Heath, brother of Hon. Perry 8.
Agents wanted In every town In New
Heath, accompanied by Dr. H. McEwen Mexico for the ' Columbia
k
and wife and Miss Berry, of Muncte.
with
Address
reference,
Typewriter.
Idd., arrived here on Saturday evening
to meet Miss Mae Heath, sister of Mr. Runkle & Peacock, General Agents, El R.
VAUGIjjV, Cashier
PALEjV, President
.... ..'.- '
Heath, who came up from Albuquerque, Paso, Texas.
THE
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Sacramento
Alamogordo
.Mountain Ry.
&

'

TIME TABLE NO. 7.
(Mountain Time.)
10:30 a. m.
Train leave El Paso
2:35 p. m.
Arrives Alamogordo
8:00 p. m.
Arrives Capltan
...8:00 p. m.
Train leaves Capitan
,12 20 p. m.
Arrives Alamogordo
6:00 p. m.
Arrives El Paso
(Daily except Sunday.)
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
At Tularosa For Mescalero Indian
Agency and San Andreas mining region.
At Carrlxosa For White Oak,
Galllnas and surrounding counJlca-rilla-

s,

try.
At Walnut For Nogal.
At Capitan For Fort Stanton Sanitarium, Gray, Lincoln, Richardson, Ru- idosa and Bonlto country.
For Information of any kind
the railroads or the country adja
cent thereto, call on or write to
A. S. GREIG,
and Traffic
General Superintendent
Alamogordo, N. M.
Manager,
R. ALEXANDER, Asst. Gen. F. and
P. Agent,
Alamogordo, N. M.
Or F. B. MORRIBS, Agent, El Faao,
Texas.
. ,
. ,
kt.

OPALSOAND TURQU0IS
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